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I. Introduc:tlon

Hospital competition is generally perceived to differ
from that observed in other industries, where price competi.
tion and profit maximization govern firm behavior. Various
characteristics of the hospital industry may alter normal
incentives and reduce constraints on prices charged. Hospital
competition may instead focus on Qualityt in order to attract

patients and physicians. Since Quality is costly, those factors
that increase competition may, by raising the average level
of Quality, lead to highcr prices (per unit of output not

adjusted for Quality).

This study attempts to determine the extent, form , and
effect of competition among hospitals. Is it true that Quality
is the only dimension that matters, or does price competition

also exist? What structural factors of the hospital industry
are most important in affecting competition? Do concentra.
tion and entry barriers, for example, have the same signifi.
cance in the hospital industry as in other industries? What

influence do for-profit firms have in this primarily non-profit
industry? What role do physicians play? 

Both hospital price and expense data are uscd to
identify the independent effects of price and Quality compe-
tition. The price data should be particularly enlightening.

1 For now, the tenn "quality. i8 uNC 1;0 ",'er to all non.pric8 ..pata 
competition. An inc ue in "quality" 18 no ft8Ciuily w.lfar-enhancinc.
IMflcient incre.... in quality, i.e. inen.. in l8n'ic.. or equipment that ar
punl, reundant, .il be diacU8 beow, in MCtion 11;8. The data available to
thi, dudy do not lMnnt the ..pa. kktification' of beneficial and ...teful, or
in.md..at

, "

quality. cOlnlMtition.

2 Indee, 
in Federal Trade Common c.. . chaUencinch08pitai acqui.ition8

under the antitrut la.' hOlpital chuRl have aqed that hOlpital. do not enPie
in traitioal price competition. Th. Cornion, ho....r, hu njecte thi8
....nt. (Hoopitol Corpration or Amria, 108 F. C. 361, 482 11115), ald 807

2d 1381 (7th Ci.. 111); Amrian M.dicollntemationol , 104 F. C. 1 202 (1114).



SECTION t

Since they represent charges for particular disease categories

many of the case-mix aggregation problems found in other
studies are mitigated here. Moreover, most studies have relied
on expense data, which, while useful for analyzing Quality

competition and efficiency issues, are not helpful in address-
ing the subject of price competition. Since the expense data
are not as disaggregated as the price data, however, direct

measurement of the effects of competition on hospital profits
is not feasible.
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tNTRODUCTION

less concentrated markets. Since hospitals appear to

.. -

'1 both price and Quality dimensions, the hospital
:an be analyzed, for the most part, like other
Nhen , for example, applying the antitrust laws.

: entry into a market is regulated by a Certificate
:ON) law , both prices and expenses are higher than
ithout such regulations. Prices appear to increase

greater, and perhaps more significant, in a
sense, amounts than expenses. Since these results
er margins , a CON law may function as an entry
Its primary effect, however, is to lead to less
esource utilization and higher costs. There is no
,at CON laws have resulted in the resource savings
nnrnortedly designed to promote. Therefore recent

ions to repeal CON laws in some states should
ler welfare.

:ts of for-profit hospitals on prices and
so examined. Consistent with other literature
this study finds that for-profit institutions
,rices but incur similar expenses. Since their
lower, there is no evidence that they produce
services. The results suggest that for-profit
Ig decisions generate higher profits than those

takenalon. milht be con.i.tent with. poitive correlation
)0 and .mciency I the benefit. of which ar not paned on \0
lIult., di8uued. below in Section IV.A, IUClett that .ffcien-
ain the Relative relation between concentraion and expenH8.

of this .tudy do 1U",,' that an ine.... in concentratiol
,mum.bl, beaua of .. reudion in quality competition.
unchanlec. how.ver, consumers do not benefit. In fact

alit, competition i8 w..'eful. conlumen ar hlL. Whal
at welfan depend8 on th.tr.w80ff between the reuction j"
h (and . inen.. in effciency) ..d the deadweilht 108.
:ompetitivepricinland poibly .. non.optimallevel of qualil:,
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ddition, it is possible that greater usage of physicians
c1ative to beds indicates higher Quality services. The results
Irovide no evidence that physicians lower the demand for
lospital care by functioning primarily as substitutes to
lospital care.

The results of this study imply that, while hospital
narkets may have several important distortions, almost a
lecade ago they were not immune to standard competitive
orces, including price competition. Much anecdotal evidence
uggests that consumer sensitivity to hospital care prices has
ncreased in recent years. Therefore, since evidence of
lospital price competition is found in the 1977. 197g data
Ised in this study, it is reasonable to speculate that even
nore exists today.

Section U presents a review of the literature discussing
10spital behavior and the role of various organizational forms
Ind rcgulations. Section IU develops a model to derive the
nice and expense regressions used in the empirical estima-
tion. The data are described as well. Section IV presents
:mpirical results. Section V provides a conclusion and
1iscusses some implications for the current, apparently more

ompetitive environment.





II. Literature Review

To formulate theories useful in predicting hospital
responses to competition, it is helpful to outline certain

characteristics specific to the hospital industry as well as

various economic models that explain hospital behavior.
While these theories vary in their choice of relevant decision

makers and objective functions, most predict that, due to the
nature of the hospital induStry, price competition is not the
primary force governing hospital behavior and implicitly
assume hospitals to be price setters.

Characteristics of fIosoitals

Many unusual facets of hospital behavior are generally
attributcd to some special characteristics of the industry.
First, since the vast majority (about 90%) of hospital bils
are paid by third parties, consumers (patients) may lack
incentives to shop around, and, if so, price competition 

not directly encouraged. Since, until recently, public and
private insurance companies have paid hospitals on a cost
reimbursement basis, little restraint has been generated by
the direct payors either. Prices arc presumably prevented

from rising infinitely by less than total insurance coverage
and some rcsistance to high premiums.1 8

. Salk.... (1818) at 182.

T Lynch' (1986) h...bawn the remaably atabl. reatiolUhip between out ore

poket health . car expendiCul' ar take home war overthe lu' 65"ean.
While both total health .canexlMnditui'" . peent of GNP and tbe proportion
of them covendbr' third pari- 'ba.eri draticalYi the numbe of' week, of
wap necMlar to pay fOl dir.t bealth car eJndituna haa 11 coeffciilmt of
varation of only nI &om 192D to INS.

8 The 
akt of, prce ..R8Unty iI an, empirical quwtion which h.. nol bnn

..Ul.d defnitively. An eary Rud)' by Mania F.ldatein (!S111) ..tim.ted

..crpt. deman .1..Udti.. with rap8 to pri net of in.urau p.,,.nu of
4 to .8 at then 'pNvailnc....laor net pnc NewhoUR and Phelpl (1176)' noted
tla.. in the duly.tion of hil in.urac. varabe and. Wline . 8uperior measure
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Second , physicians play an important role in determining
both the supply of and demand for hospital services. On the
supply side, they influence hospital input and production

decisions. Physicians may often act as patients' agents and
thus affect the demand for hospital services as well.
Patients generally do not admit themselves to hospitals.
Moreover , since information about the nature and total price
of the product consumed is difficult for patients to under-
stand, and risk aversion with respect to outcome is probably
common, consumers in general grant their physicians
considcrable decision-making authority. Since physician
objectives may not coincide with hospital profit maximization
their influence may alter hospital behavior, particularly since

competition among physicians is itself imperfect.

Finally, the hospital industry is composed primarily of
non-profit firms. The incentives of such firms are not
clcarly understood, but profit maximization is by definition
not the explicit goal.lO Discussion below wil focus on the

rnuure an ....tieit,. very ciON to ..ro. They aI found that the exitenc8 of
inlurane.cov_rae had . .tlOne .a.ct on price - Mnlitivity. I.tv pape by
Feldatein (1977) lound .. .Iona run admiion. eluticit,. with repet to price or .
and. ahort run .I..ticity of only .10. Mean .ta,. .laUdti- were inlipificantly
different from ..ro. A very nent Itud,. by the Rand Corpration on ncJ'
rom ua. (O'Gray, Mannine. Ne"ho.. and Bro (1N&)) .ho".dtbu .merceney
rom us wu eo pucent blah- for miDOI allmeb and SO pel't bilher for
more HriOUI di.cn0881 by thON with coplete cov.. than by thONwho had to
pay 2&-05 percent of the bill themalv.. For le u..ent CaN. the extence of
coin.uranee ... mo important thaa the amunt, whUef'rmon HriOUl c"".
u.... deuaH with Inc-:.. in COt Ibarne.

D S.. K_t (ID58), Fried.. (11162), Hyd. .. WolI (IDU), ""d Noon...
(1D8).

10 ram. and.J.nMn (lW . and b (085) ditiftish non-profit fimw ..
thou without an,. nliduu daita 8ucb .. tbe ltoolden of corpationl.
Thi. lack of I'liduai claimata "UI potential donon that thei liRa wil not



recent growth in the
hospital industry.
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proprietary (for-profit) segment of the

Models of HosDital Behavior

Two broad classes of models exist to describe hospital
behavior. Since several summaries of this literature exist
only a brief discussion is included here to focus on the
models ' competitive implications. The first scenario, suggested
by Newhouse (1970), Feldstein (1971), and Lee (1971), posits a
group of trustees and administrators with a preference
function in Quality and, sometimes also, Quantity. both of

which enhance the prestige of the hospital and herice of the
utility maximizers as well. In these models, the hospital is
faced with a budget constraint that leads to a trade-off
between Quality and Quantity. The budget constraint itself
however, is assumed to be somewhat fluid due to extensive
third party coverage.

The implication of increased competition on these
models is not clear. To the extent that Quality is important

because it enables hospitals to attract more and better
physicians who enhance the prestige of the hospital and
increase demand for its services,12 competition results in
greater quality with higher prices per bundled unit of
output. Moreover if consumers are fairly insensitive to price

and, at the same time, they value Quality, increased competi-
tion can be expected to arise primarily along Quality rather

be expropriated. Thu. non-prot orcanutioft oftn reeive. bieh proportion of
their lund. fro donatioN- For nOD pl'fit h08pital, however. thi, i. no Ioncer

th. cue. and t.he chance may explain the . .merpnce of 

. . 

erwine for-profit
uctal'. On the other hand, the lOernment .tIlI "donat." reource. . to non profi
hOlpital, by cntinl them tax-exempt .tatUI.

11 S.., lol' example. navi, (19'72), Jacobi (1974) 01' Sloan and Steinwald (1980).

12 The Le moel dilCUIH this mot dii'tly.
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than price dimensions.
13 This market can also be compared

to that of regulated airlines which , since prices were fixed
dissipated profits through costly service competition.

The second set of models, exemplified by Pauly and
Redisch (1973), focuses on the importance of the physician in
hospital decision making. These models view the hospital as
a 'physicians cooperative." Physicians maximize their
collective incomes subject to constraints imposed by the costs
or other inputs, but cooperate imperfectly and hence use too

many hospital inputs.

13 Alari economiCi literature diKuuel the imp8t. of mmet .trudure on
proudquality. Schmal.Dlee (lU7U) pcovid.. a po lummar of this literature.

U.inl durabilty.. a proxy for quality. under.. let of ,enera! ..umptiona , Swan
(1970, 1971) .bowed that market .tructure h.. no impad on a proucer , optimal
quality decision. A crucial auumption implicit in Swan , relult , however, ia that
no demand exltl for durabilty 2!; uline durabilty.. the paripn for
quality anum," that con.umen ar interested only in a Hnice "ow, e.l'. ..
ten-Ihan-blade costine 81.00 ia equivalent to .. fiftY-lhave-blade c08tinc 85.00.

Demand for quality hOlpitai car cannot. be treated this .imply; two low
quality operation. .ennul)' do not prouce t.he ..me output... one hilIh quality
one. Lehvar &l Pel" (197 ) and Lemer (1982) develop more Jeneral modell.
Ther show that when quality inere.. the demand for. prouct, but is not a
lubltitute for quantity. i.e. doa not alect durabilty. then the .ffect or market
strudUnt on quality depend. on the . shape of the COlt function -.. well .. the
interation of the effecta of quality and . quantity, on demand. Without speific
fonnulaUoM of demad and COlt functiona, the relation 'between quality and
maret structur hi unbilUOU.

tC Se Doull.. " Miler (19TC).

15 Pauly (1080), workina- in the context of . two factor (phy.ici81 and
other hOlpiital inputs). inel of bOlpitai output. conclud.. that physiciane
incaUveI do not prouce the c08t-minimisiq mix of their own time and other
inpub. Whil. the ..ultin profit hi .han &mna al of the phyliciUl afliate
with the hOlpital, eac bean the full cOt of hi./ber own input. Since neither
physician. nor patienb face the maqnal COlt of complemntar h08pUai inpuy
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Since in this scenario, physicians are the relevant
decision makers, more competitive hospital markets are the

result of greater competition among physicians. While
greater physician competition should certainly imply lower
physician incomes, the appropriate prediction about hospital
fees is not downward. First, these models assume, consumers
are only concerned about the total price of hospital services
which includes both the physician and hospital components.
If this is true, then increased competition among physicians
may permit the hospital, to the extent that its owners/
managers have interests distinct from the medical staff, to
gather some of the rents formerly earned by physicians. In
this case, the hospital component of prices may rise while
total prices either fall or remain constant depending on
consumer price sensitivity. Second , as physicians become less
organized, their tendency to overutilze hospital inputs may

Pauly IUuaU that ph,.ician. overutilae h08pitalinputa. Therefon he pndieb
th.t the total CCMt of .. h08pital vian, indudinc the phY1ician an h08pital
componenta. excee the effcient leel. Afr ..Um.Un.. .. hOlpital prouction
fundion he condud- that bOlpital 8XJMri Could be reuce by .icht percent on

avera by moYinC to the optimal (emcient) phlician-hopital input ratio. In a
related atudy, Pauly (itaT8) ah deten.. tba' bCMpitai COIU ar ael.tive)y
..I.ted to the concentratioD 01 , output (admiOIU) aml tbe ph)'ician ataf.
Shalit (IU7T) extend8 th. two faCtor D1el of ph)'idan and other hoapital inpuu
in adiftnnt diretion. He exlidtly auUnM- tbat the meical ,tal eafore.. ..
cut" throUlb mainhnance of.. c1- atal. . WhU..moDOpolut would wilh any
coPtentv,: input to be luppl8d competitively I 8ine eac phyaician h.. an
iDcetiv. to ch . by -ine an .exc.." of ho.pital-.upplied input.

U-orpiHd phylldan cal also rwtrictltbe IUpplyof IUch coplement.,
inpuu. Therefore he p..dict. that mo oriHC phy.ldan POP" beter ..trid
the lupply or ho.pital inpub and that. thenor. a poUv. reation .houid ex.t

t.een phyaician pria and phpician/hCMpitai input: ratio.. Empirically. Shali
fincH' that an index . of prica for vanoU8 nMicai pIUre il .ipilicatl)'
ne,atively reated to the be/pbyaician and other bOlpitai pennel/ph)'.ician
rat:i08. Such evidence cotraicts the notlOl that phyelU .. paid the value of
thei marnal prouct. which "'ould de.. .. their -..e re.ti.e to oth.r
Inputs incnue. Shallt r8oci... .. d08 Pauly. that If bOlpital inputl ...re
priced apprpriahly. luch input natrictiop woud be unnecar.
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increase. This would also lead to higher expenses 'and prices
with increases in competition.

While both the administrator and physician decision
maker models imply that, all else constant, higher hospital
prices may result from increased competition, the cause
differs across the models. In the administrator model
increased competition leads to higher Quality output which is
costly to produce. On the other hand, in the physician
maximization model, the hospital component of prices rises
either because output is produced less efficiently or because
more rents accrue to hospitals (at the expense of physi-
cians). The two models are by no means mutually exclusive;
the objcctives of physicians and administrators do not
necessarily diverge according to these models. 

The market imperfections discussed above cause two
departures from efficient resource allocation. First, at a
given level of Quality, output is produced inefficiently due to
the inappropriate pricing of different inputs. Sccond, the
level of .quality. is itself altered. As mentioned earlier, the
term' .Quality. has been used to describe the complexity of
the bundle of output produced. Such complexity results from
the usage of more costly inputs, particularly technologically
advancc:d capital, but also more specialized personnel. While,
in one sense, such medical carc can be termed high Quality,
it is not clear that such care always produces better health
outcomes. In other words, some of the Quality competition
discussed above may indeed' be wasteful as the Lee model

Ie Bon 
(lQ7T), for oxlU. Yi.. tho hotal .. two ..ponte

orpintiOl, ooe cornpo of ,he DM .,af and th other, tlM admi18-
'raton. PhJlidan .. paUenb' apta an tbe 81.ctIV8 demanden. whU.
admii8traton arp for thl 8UPPb' an detum. thl capacty le.1 of Il& of
t.h. n8CU' input.. Th, pat_, h.. two I8 cotrab, one with the
phyolci.. an tho oth.. with tho h_ltal.
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LlTERATURE REVIEW

suggest that a wide
in different locations

Since medical care costs do not consume total GNP
some restraint on hospital prices obviously does exist. While
increased competition may lead to the usage of more inputs
to create a more complex ou.tput, it seems likely that some
pressure on price is also manifested. Even if prices rise due
to "Quality competition , price per unit of Quality, and,
hence, margins the difference between prices and costs
should fall as the degree of competition increases. In other

words, competition may have two opposing effects on prices.
Production of a more costly output bundle pushes prices
upward, while standard competitive pressures lower them.

Which effect is stronger is an empirical Question. It is
difficult, however, to test these models of hospital competi-
tion for at least two reasons. First, the definition and
measurement of Quality or complexity is elusive. There are
many ,unpriced product attributes, such as response time
precautions taken , excess capacity, and amenities. Moreover
to account for Quality appropriately, output should 
measured rather than inputs. In many studies, Quality 
proxied by the number of diagnostic and therapeutic proce-
dures completed per day or by poorly measured health
outcomes.tV Unadjusted hospital output is also difficult to

17 I( 801n . ho.pltal copetition iI in fad totall,. .uterul. it preumably
hlutt8 from the riit . 8yer8ion paucity. of inr .tion FOlfn'1Id by co",umen.

In other,Uu.UoM when quality competition it important IUch .. the related
airine IndUltry I tbe inenau Hrofere. whie notwelf.. maxmi&inc in a

lint-bet , HQI, at I..., provide lOme , utilty to. COumtn. Thi, may not, be the
c.. fOr IO bOipital competition;oDly phy.iciw and/or hOlpital admin;.traton
lIaybenefit.

18_Mtdical Pratice: Why Doe it Var 10 Much? HOiDital. , 3/1/86 . at 88.

tV Sloan (t984) 01 83-84.
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define since, even within a given disease category. no two
cases are identical. Second , these models imply that hospital
markets are differentiated oligopolies. Such a market
structure is notoriously difficult to model.

Most researchers have postulated that "Quality" compe-
tition is more important than "price" competition in ,hospital
markets, but few have studied the net effect on prices. The
effect of Quality competition should be seen most clearly on
expenses where the offsetting effects of price competition do

not exist.

20 Ao nohd ab., hotol pruce thei outp"" inolcHntlr. It tlW Ia
. the II price copetitio ext1. it 8hd cn.&' iDnti.. 101 IN-tv .m-

deDcr. In thi c.. pri eotiti wi afKt .xD. AI wen 

.. - 

pm: end
mar o!rt ao of the Im of -ir qoWl) compltion.WiI and Jadow (1082) att. to _UN "' oIt oC co_tltio 
.mci8D. Th -tilD a pl'UC futlo.. for Dudeu meal and
UN It to 

.... 

tha eI.. .. of 

.. 

of on aaml. bopltol rn th.
prouction _tla. Th Cl that hl ""- of tha "'''UN of _tltlon
(a "''' ....ur aquol". t'" pruc of bopltal d_II), poultion d.nol)
and ..orral raUI) ar ua.to with 

.. 

eI".co fr the oIcit
frtie. Thor 

-' 

that InCl _till"" tal.. the Corm DC pun:h.. DC
reundant Inputa compl.mantar to phraclan MI.. (th. X- mo.l) and that
prouction efet_ney iI th.reor- nduc. They aI fid that co-mment
hOlpital an t.. .Mde..t ..hUe propmt8I hOlpitu. ar more .meMot, maUye
to non-prot iR8titutiom. 



III. The Model and Data

This study attempts to measure the type and magnitude
of competition among U.S. hospitals. In particular, it wil try
to determine whether price competition exists. The effects
of various measures of market structure on prevailing prices
and total expenses are examined, after holding constant other
exogenous factors that would affect demand and input cost,
and hence prices and expenses.

As discussed above, most economists conjecture that
since consumers are not particularly sensitive to price,
hospital competition does not center around price. Since
hospitals are thought instead to compete by offering costly
services and capital, it is believed that a market structure
that fosters greater rivalry may actually result in higher
prices per unit of output unadjusted for input use. However
if price also affects consumers ' demand for hospital services
then at least some hospital interaction should concern price.
Therefore, a more competitive market should result in lower
price per unit of service-adjusted output as margins fall.

A. The Model

In order to estimate the effect of market structure on
prices for various hospital trea ments, a reduced form
equation to explain pdce is derived. Reduced form equations
are used to simplify the analysis, particularly since it is not
always clear that the cffects of Certain factors on supply and
demand, for examplc those of physicians, can be sepUl!ted.
The potential endogeneity of various variables will be t sted
in the empirical analysis. Demand (x ) is specified as related
to price (P), Quality (Q), and a vector of exogenous demand
characteristics (M),

(I) f(P

where x 0( 0, x :. 0 and x :. O.

Hospital markets are generally (and probably, correctly)
characterized as differentiated oligopolies where each firm
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faces a downward sloping demand curve. While a complete
analysis of such a market would require the development of a
model of conjectural variations across firms, a sort of market

supply curve
21 can be posited that depends on price and on

costs, which in turn are a function of quality (Q), outpUt (x).
and a vector of exogenous factor costs (N). Moreover
output wil depend on the industry market structure, deter-
mined by the vector S. as wil Quality if Quality compctition
is relevant. The 'supply ' curve is written as

(2) ' m h(P q(S),

where x , x ' 0( 0 since quality increases costs, and x:, 
O. Measuring S. for the momcnt. as a concentration ratio or
Herfindahl statistic.22 the sign of xi (where Xi 

- a x/as +
(ax/aQ)(dq/dS)) is indeterminate. While the direct effect of S
on output is negative, if Quality competition also exists, the
indirect impact through its effect on quality is positive. A
more concentrated market would have less Quality competi-
tion, lower Quality, and hence, all else constant, higher
output.

Equating (1) and (2).21 a reduced form equation for

21 Whl It 
18 thet1all7' mC1I1' top0lt the IUppty cure of .

monopoll1t U1d8pmd.nt of th d8d cur fac it. ,uc anuawnption
underU.. much Of th empirca wo lIuu tureatlo bet.Mn conceotra-
Uoo and pranto. Tlll foulaU, oulpul II .. oxlldl Nodloo of morkel
atrutun. be JU8tln. b7 . Ooo& mo. 10 the Cornol moel. output
dlpend8 ln adtion. OD. cod. and dem, whi II .functloa ofpriCI.

22 In ou oolmtloo, B wi acuol be -- br dofod 10 colalo 0_lo of nrlab- Ibol poletI lu_co _111100, ou .. hoopllal owoor,
ablp. ncatloa. pb)aa lubltltute aD colemntl.

21 Wo ..uma Ihal hopUai _.18 d.... So of lho lI_u.. cOllid...
perman.nt .xc.. demad. attributabl. to the dllCpabq blt.84ft private ud
lOai COIU raultinc from atenvI third puty co8l, to be .. more
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price is derived

(3) P .. P(Q(S),M,N

where P 0, P 0, and P o. Ps is uncertain because
of offset1ing effects of price and Quality competition.

A similar expense (E) regression can be written as

(4) E = E(Q(S),M,N)

Expenses depend on Quality and exogenous input costs.u To

the extent that demand accounts for otherwise unmeasured

Quality variables, and if expenses are affected by output
demand variables are also important. Expected signs are the
same as in the price regression with one exception. The
effect of concentration (S) on expenses is unambiguously

negative since it only excrts a single influence through its
effect on Quality.

For this reason, any difference between the effects of
the market structure variables on prices and expenses should
be iluminating as to the type of competition present in the
market. Since the price regressions mcasure the effects of
both price and Quality competition and since it is difficult to
hold constant all dimensions of Quality, it might be impossible

to isolate the existence and effects of price competition from
the price regressions alone.

2I Since the only major cffect of

eppropriate U8umption. Se F81dlteiD (IQ71). Such an Ulumption preict.
coutant up'War pl'uni on prie...

24 It i8 ..ume 
tha bieh qualty CO". mo than lower. Thi. Ulumption

is commnly made in th 8COI.mC . liklrature . onqualit)'. . Se Scott an Flo
(1986) for.. 8umma of many Ituel. that 8Uppori the relation betwun chanl-
in meical technoloo and men.. in . b08pUal COlA.

25 From data available to thiJ .tudy it .. impoibla to ..nna", profit data
,inC4 th.. prce data and exnd dua an meuunc dilTel'ntly.
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market structure on the expense regressions wil be through
its influence on Quality competition 26 any differences
between the coefficients in the two sets of regressions
should suggest the existence of price competition.

27 If both
price and quality competition are in fact relevant, they wil
to some extent offset each other in their measured impact in
the price regressions, while in the expense regressions where
only Quality competition is measured, the effect of market

concentration should be significantly negative.

Measures of ComDetition

The vector S contains the many determinants of the
degree of competition in any hospital market. The number
and distribution by size and ownership of hospitals, as well
as substitutes and complements to hospitals, may be impor.
tanto In this study, the market is assumed to include all
short term general hospitals that are not federally operated

(primarily V A). Potential substitutes include long term
hospitals, nursing homes, and, indirectly, HMOs that rely on
outpatient care.28 The geographic area is defined as an
SMSA. Since hospital markets exhibit some unusual characte-

26 It may . ha.e an Inclt . .t.d on COt. tbruch ita .rr.d Oft . output.
However, ecDOml- (or diH-) of leal. ba.e n...r ben ,boWD to be
important In the hopltal induatry. Noreer, h08pltal .1.. and occupancy rat.
van.bl- an included in tb. npeD8.

27 linel th, InduatlJ i8 compG prmar of hOD-prfit fi. "may. 

apprpria\4to woder . whethe cIv. aUt be-.. total NY",,,,, aod
u:pen... NumeroUl ,tuci.. han mow that 8Y nOl-pIt b08ltal Ii 

eam a ..turn. (s., for ox, DaYl (10n), 81.. .. Vrau (loa), I!I (1078), '
and "Moot "_ltol Quickly Loam to be Protable WallSt..t Journal. 8/28/85
at 8)

28 F..tandinc lmerpcy centen &ld ambulatory can cent.n did not ext
at the time of th. .tudy.
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ristics, this study tries to determine the form and scope of
their competition. This section wil discuss various factors
that potentially affect competition among hospitals and that
wil be included in the regressions as explanatory variables.
Table I summarizes these variables and their predicted signs

according to the various theories.

I. Structure

A Herfindahl statistic (HER F), calculated with beds as
the measure of each hospital system s market share 29 is used

to describe the number and size distribution of firms in an
industry.30 As discussed earlier, if market structure is
important to competition and if price competition dominates,

the coefficient in the price regressions should be positive. If
in addition price competition leads to greater efficiency,
expenses should also be positively rclated to HERF. If
Quality competition is most important, HERF should show a
negative sign in the expense regressions and probably in the

price regressions as well. If both types of competition exist
the sign in the price regressions is indeterminate while that
in the expense regressions should stil be negativc unlcss
efficiency factors reduce costs more than Quality competition

2Q 
If . hOlpital qateru 

wn 
maN . than one h08pit81 . in aiven SMSA. the

multiple b08pital ar tn.ted.. Iln.1e fi in ttM calculation of the HerfndMI.
M...ure IUch .. patleit daYI . and . l'Y8nu- an biehly corrlated with the be
capacity meMU", UH and, when taMd. proucedn..tly identical raulh.

SO A Herfndah at.ti.tic .. calcula'- by 8Ummnc the 8quar manet .hara
of aI. the fi in tbe maret. It" pnly collideNd .. better meuun than -
.imp.. concentration ratio be.UN it tal. &Count of .U firm in the market
rather than JUlt the top four or "cht. Therore It provida .. me..ure of firm
,iH dilpenion in additio "" concentration. The Deparment or JU8tice Mercr
Guid.lina nleue June 1", 108 b.. their atrudural criteria on the H.rfndahl
ind8X.
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increases them. coursc. possible that market

31 Sev.ral .tudi.. haYe attempted to IIUUN the .rtect. of h08pital
concentration Of quality. prce and COt.. SaI..y.,. (IG78) dMCribe two ltach
.tudi... Watt. (tOTe) found poiti.., albllt inicificlU', .rreeh of tb. ftumbtr of

h08pital. in a county. the phyllciUl-hCMpitai be ratio and the physician-
population ..atio on h08pital Nvenu... It iI not clear what .... ia h.ld con.tant
in her "(lion.. Similarly. Da.i. (U 71 and 1874) note that. hOlpital', .han
of county be. and the numtMr of hCMpit", 1MI' lIuan mil. in a county had an
in.icnificant .treet on priu-av8race cod rati08, whil. the activ. phy.ician
8hfC.be ratio had . poitiv. .rreet on eMt...
J08kow (lD80) poi&. that .inee demand for h08pita! CaN it Itocutic. one

rrUU'" of quality i8 the' h08pital Nerve mvn 01, probabilty that apace i.
available for any potential patient. He lIuura this probability. by . ..uminl tbat
the anr.,. daily . ceo.u. (occupancy) of hCMpital. foUow. a Poiaon dittribution.
H. find. that muket concentration, .. lIuure by . a Herfndah index calculated
at the SMSA"vel ia nelatively nlati8 to hit meuun of quality, the faerve
marrin. He al . find. . . ..eakly De.ati.e nlatioMhip betw..n the number of
phy.iciant per hCMpital and the AMrve mucin, and luecaa. that . whe,.nlatively
mon phy.ician .xilt, h08pital do not nee \0 compete for phy.ician afUation.
&I much. Alternativel,., however. it i8 poible that . wh... ma phy.ici&l' exi.t
admiuion. aN enatv (beau.. of phy.ician.' inuence) and that h08pital
occupancy rat.. .. hipel' .. . rault. 

Farley (1085) exarnea the man ceneral qu..tion of what - diflennc.. exist
between varoU8 charteristica of hoipitals in "monopolistic" .enut in
competitive" markets. He fin. little diference in prom rat.. but finda both

expen.u and nvenua to be hieher in competitive markeb. He aJeofinds leneth
or 8'ay. number of opentioRi per .hort- term admiUiOD. number of Hrvicn
avanable, and ..ta and employ.. PCI' adrnion all to be . &nater incompetitin
mukeb. Then nculu 8Upport the facilty and Hnice competition hypth_is.
They ar limited . however, by their luk of control for any other f&cton that
may afect hOlpiial usac.

M..t nent!), in two p.pe, Lun .t 01. (1888) and Rob_n and Lun (1885)
examne tbe .ftact; or coftntration OD &atal c.oat par admiioa., total . adaion.
ayane lenh. of .t., and on tbe priaionof .pealind dlnlca! lUiCf.
Cocetration II meu\ind .. the number of h08pltal Within a , or II mil.raius. Holdi", coftanti C8 mi, demand conditlOD. and _opOUI CQt
factora, they find that . COlU inen.. with. tbelr maMure of competition .. do
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2. The Imoortance of Different Orllanizational Forms in the
Hosoital Industrv

a. For-Profit Hosoitals

While voluntary (non-profit) hospitals stil operate the
majority of all beds in the United States, the market, share
controlled by proprietary institutions has increased substan-
tially in recent years.53 In addition, a growing number of
both non-profit and proprietary hospitals either belong to
multihospital systems or are managed by an outside con-
tractor. Have these changes in organizational structure
affected competition among hospitals? What changes in
market conditions explain the recent increase in entry of

for-profit hospitals after many years of exit?s4

Many of the advantalles facing non-profit hospitals have
disappearcd or declined in the last few years.S5 Both

13 In 1M3
, oK of all .ho hn AOn fe.nI be 

.. 

in for-pIfit
hOlpital, and (rom 1010 to IGBI, a IMriod duriq which the numbe of Ihort-tum
no-fedra be Incnue by 20" and total be delined in number, abon-t.rm
propritar be incrue by 71. (HOIDit.) Statiatia. 108.c)

54 In 1810, 56" of on hopihl. ... for-prllt. (51.. (11164) al 65-64)
M08t w... ..tablihed and openA by phyikiUl, priarly in. ru anu ..hen
(.. other hopital radti.. wen ...aIable. - How..., 'M plp""'' tona
.ubHutatly beam I.. important. By lSM ... no-prt. COtroUlDl
II 01 on bo. Dr 1846, GOlf 5" of on hopilol bo ... in pIelar
in.titutioM.

55 s..ra lnollulicmol 1.",-. In 11 pul an DO-proi ""Iu-
liano. P",prllar hoopi'''' caplol ... hlor u. cI .., nelv.
prnh phllhrpf "or did u. qual for __I oubo. (All
HUI-B- 1uc1 w- lor -.p hool"'.) TIoi lab co'" we aI
hi"'.. .."" pnnllol _I .u 

-- 

DO.,' bGil.. in lhebet la.. (e. , ..arkOMa , copea..'Io). NOn-prfit lDt1tuUon do not pay

,,,. 

They u. ..eN at Ie 80IIwbat InuUM fr la... riGall,.
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government funding and private philanthropy have almost

disappeared since the advent of Medicare and Medicaid.
On the other hand, proprietary firms have the ability to raise
capital by issuing equity. Many recent takeovcrs of
non-profit, particularly county and municipal, hospitals by
proprietary hospitals have been attributed to the non-profit
hospitals' inability to raise necessary funds for renovations.
Since non-profit hospitals are restricted to the debt markets
for capital, many have amassed high debt-equity ratios and

are th,erefore unable to find further capital at reasonable
prices.37 Moreover, public and private insurance plans now
reimburse proprietary hospitals for their capital costs Quite

generously. The growth of systems of many hospitals has
also been attributed to access to capital. The diversification
and larger scale created by a hospital system allegedly reduce

the risk potential investors perceive.

for-profit in8titutiomwen '\abject to mOn Ii,rinlent Certificate of Nee
rerrl.ti and. both public . and private iNura. nimbunelnnt rata ..,n
tower. (Ba.. (1113) al 361, P. raldalein (lGl1) all60.

36 Bct...a 106 and t07G the pe.,h.p of .bart-term cerier&! hopital
con.trucUon finance by tb. . 8'"ernnM' feU from 2S.2" to S.2". Similarly.
pbilanthropy , thaN droppe from 2J.1" to 8" D.bt financinl ..ume a more
important role, Nine from 38.71 to 10.1" OYer the aa period. (-Hocpital Capital
Financinl Debate, American Medical N... 3/2S/84. at 1.

S1:
eR Owne ChaiD8 tin..t!Exaf'ion IG8SSuneySho"II' Modern

Heallhca... a/1/11 al 84; Brow. " SaI...(1116) al 124; Hil (lG1S) an Sie..al
(10'3,). , lie. moe by. non-profit h08pital .. to iuu..tok' in . for;;profit
8ub8idiuy. (-Not-fo..profitl Competilll for Capital by Sellnc Stock in Alternative
Ventul': Modem He&lthc&R, 8/16/86 at 90)

38 Currnt hci1lative propo..t, would mae Medicar , capihl CMt
reimburament prolJ cOIiderbly .. ..neroua in the tutu... (-HCF A PI'p0&1
Would Tie Occupucy to Medic., P"7ntl for Capltal Modem Healthcare.
10/n/86 a' 100)

3G Sierrl (lG8S), Ennann" Cabel (1I1Bf).
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Explaining the growth of proprietary or system hospitals
by access to capital does not iead directly to a prediction on
what effect their entry wil have on competition. It seems
likely, however, that if the physician-control-of-hospitals
theory is valid, the presence of outside investors, who are

concerned about a return on their investment, may lead to
different hospital behavior.co In a hospital perfectly
controlled by physicians, hospital services are priced at
marginal cost so that physicians can extract all monopoly
rents in the fees that they charge. In a non-physician-
owned for-profit hospital, outside investors and/or hospital
executivcs should not permit such pricing behavior; if
economic profits are available, physicians would be TeQuired
to share them with the hospital's investors. Thus while the
total price of a hospital stay, which includes both physician
and hospital fees, should be lower' or the same at a
for-profit hospital relative to a non-profit institution, the
hospital portion of the total price (which is ",hat this study
analyzes) may be higher at the for-profit hospital. Account-
ing measures of expense, which do not include a return on
equity, should not be different for for-profit hospitals except

to the extent that hospital owners make different decisions
about input use than physicians do.

011 the other hand, the recent growth in proprietary
hospitl/ls may be due to their greater abilty to. respond to
new demand-based prcssures on price generated by an
increased cost consciousness that has appeared in recent

co In loct Pauly" I\ (1;731 aun- that It .. aule I.. th. mecal
.tat to maitain contro of . DOl-prfit h08itai. (It 18 DO dear wi,. theycan OWI their own hOlpitaJ. how",v.) MONH DO 0D th Amca
Haopltal AMati.., but aI tb. Juri.. Medcal AMaU aupp 
or the HiU..Buno Ad. which provided u.ve8IlDt.fiDUci to aoaprofU hOlpital.
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years. 1 If the physician-administrator utility maximization
models of hospital behavior have some validity, then perhaps
the presence of outside shareholders is necessary to generate
more efficient resource utilzation. Under this explanation
the entry of proprietary hospitals into a market should ulti:
mately result in lower prices and perhaps lower Quality as
well if that is what consumers prefer.

For-profit hospitals may also have different incentives
than non-profit hospitals. These different incentives might

make some forms of active or tacit collusion between for-
profit and non-profit hospitals more difficult. This could
lead to higher Quality or lower prices depending on the
relative importance of price and Quality competition. If any
form of collusion is lessened, lower prices per unit of Quality

should result.

On the other hand, it is often alleged that fOr-profit
hospitals engage in cream-skimming behavior; that is, they
may specialize in those services which' non-profit hospitals
have priced above average cost in order to subsidize other

services. Extensive cross-subsidization hselfmay result from
the predominance of comprehensive third party payors that
do not consider the costs of individual treatments.

u Invuy 
hCnt year- . . p1atV ' ..an.. Of and concern , over coetl

.... to have .mel'ed Company il1une ptaN ha.. altere poliel.. to make
lub8ben mon ..nliUn to C08U. Th. condudinl"MCtioD provides aonM

evidence of and diKU8 m. of ' the rUficatiom of the. chances oR h08pital
competition.

.(2 Rott (1974) luU-ted that the for-profit h08pital induatry declined
initially beaun of an inen.. in the diculty of benl .mcient with crwth in
.iM. implyinc that fton-prot iutitutiOl aN I.. concerned with .mciency.

4.3 Non-
profit hCMpital. ' pric.. foryanQU8 A"iea reneet extenaive cro-

lublidisation. Jeffrey Ran (18'n) and Karn V.vi (1971) report revenue-cOit
ratio raainc from about .8 fOl major IUI" and delivery rom senicn to OV8I
.. for MJnM taboratory ura. iI policy iI or&cm 1UUelted to be optimal
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For-profit hospitals may also lure away those patients who
subsidize others (the wealthy, routine care, low cost) by

charging slightly lower prices, or by providing higher Quality
service or more amenities.. to patients who are less sensitive
to price (the comprehensively insured and wealthy), and stil
earn positive profits if they can also turn away the more

costly cases. They are often accused of refusing ' to treat

(in 8 HCond, but "OH), either to "rYe the Hlf iokrat or an orciud meical
ltafr, or to allocate limited input.. Can Ba,. (1D8). at n. dUne the Bar
.tudr I IUlPta th&t hOlpitai pnc for' Mric.. mot diretly nl.te phpician
activiti.., web .. 8U"''' and inhnU.8 cu.. an h..vi,. lubediud 10 that
phflici.. can raN their own I.., .ince p.,on an only int..ted in the total
priu. However, if total price il really th. . only relevlUt,.arable. then it is not
dear why p.yon an Dot concerned that hOlpital be and diqn08tic proedure
un. be priced far abe maqnal COlt. Paul Feldatein (1871), at 144, not_tba,
the cutama low. IOmetima Decany., markup on maternty ..nice ia ntional
in the fraork of KOomc priu di8nation: youn, coupl..ha.inc childre
trpicaUyar n1ati.el, por (and iMuraC8 may not provide comple'e oY.r... of

obtte\rical ..rr). and thay allO ha.e IUffcient time to ahop arund. A Reat
.tudy fouad tbat onequutr of all WOI of dtildbearnc ..e in t!MU.S. lac
any health in.uranee that would pal' for the hopital bill. (-Many Not bure for
Mat4rnity Cota, W..hinrion Pwt. 7/S/81at Ae) 1n\8f8tin.I , proprietar

hoopilal olt.r Uttle obo\4trica 

.... 

(Goldamlth 11081), ot 117.) Hvr .,,-..
thatcroubei..tion in h08pital prcinc COIU. inequiU.. in atandud inlU1
conttab that, oyernsun . routine can and inadequately WUN . catutrophic CaN
and thi worki. por. H. fala. to note. however. how the. paricu.lar paUern or

ublidi.ation tbat ex rectir.. ,he inuiti_.
Noa-prol h..pitol 01 ..he of c.--o"bodl..llon. Poorly (or

non) Ia pa" .. ."bodi "" "" "".\e CO.. , (ODd w..Uhler)
p.IIo... aln n.. co-pr, lo COt pa.. ",bocl hip COt
potiolo. Moor, "" molai cotr withot ..Ia poaloa
pridnc. hOlital caUl routine ca to IUbI IIrpnq tn.llMot.

44 Comptition 011 &mlti- .ueb .. bette foo, privat 1O1', or cabl. TV
bu beolM popular.
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indigent patients.4s If for-profit hospitals cream-skim
lucrative patients by offering a higher Quality product, they

can cause average prices and costs to rise.46 If cream-
skimming takes the form of offering only those services that
had been priced above marginal cost to subsidize other
services at non-profit hospitals, then the prices of some

services wil actually fall while others rise as all prices move
closer to marginal cost.

If proprietary hospitals only enter profitable markets,

but neither affect the degree of price competition nor
cream-skim, a positive correlation between their market share
and prices and/or a negative correlation between market
share and expenses will exist. Since it is unlikely that
supply and demand are always in equilibrium in growing
markets, it should not be surprising to find large for-profit

4' Sloan" Vraiu (108) find no dift8In in the percent... of all patient
day. accounhd for by Medicaid,' and Medic., palieno 01' in the type of HfYiCH
availabl. at the two t.Ype ofhOlpi'ab. MonOYeI', Bromberc (1985) not.. t.h.t
both propritar.nd voluntuyh08pit.& wroe oft about -t." percent of 
patient "nnlH to charty cue and . ba :debt.

46 Enn if theycn&m .kil by oaeri.lichtly Io.er but .tilecftomic.lly
profit.ble pric... .vu... . pric.. wil ri II nOD P!ffithOlpita1 , Nt their cro-
.ub.idi,inl pric.. 80 tha' the,. JU8t . bnak even ' in aclfpU and " if the buded
con.traintfadnc the indUitry .. . .hoe .. noteompletely - bindia.. - Sine. non;'
profit hOlpita1 mudllGw. ni tM. priC" th.,.- Char formrly.ub8idiMd' paUenta
while proPrMtar h08pitaJ - .U'i l- potiv8 protl. total - nY8I\I colleG\e
mm' ircr... If non-prot . hOlpit'" . bad be . at . , price lUtraed equilbrium
prior to th...try' Of for-profit iatitutioDlisnbIY80D1 ext would occur.
Giv. cOIt-b.. . luurac. PnJ8m 10 the put It.... probably..poble for
them jUlt &0 ra th.ir prca. Tb. cUlnt propedi.. remburHment (DRG)
.yatem for' Medicar 'mak.. thi8 1.. f...ible. and ext .. inde. beominC morc
commOR.

"7 Watt 

!!. 

(19 ) find no nidenc. oldifl4I nc.. betW"1I the c..,.mi

of for profit and . non-protboepit"' . . tMIr ratio of Medicar or Medicaid d&Y' to
total daya, or in their ratio 01 inhn. can dap to total day..
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hospital market shares associated with high prices. In this
case, however, causation would run from price to market
share rather than vice versa. For-profit hospitals have been
established primarily in southern and western states where
union activity and average labor costs are low, population

growth is high, regulations are loose, and reimbursement
systems are generous.

In summary, the effect of for-profit hospitals on market
prices depends on which theory correctly explains their
behavior. If their entry is explained by their efficiency, it
should result in lower costs, lower prices and possibly lower
Quality. Similarly, if their entry makes collusion more
difficult, it should lower margins, but it has an indeterminant
effect on prices. If propi'etary hospitals enter to take
advantage of cream-skimming opportunities, they may offer
higher Quality, and higher prices and costs may result'"
Alternatively, prices may be pushed Closer to marginal costC
while expenses do not change if cream-skimming ' reduces
cross-subsidization.iO Finally, if for-profit hospitals are able
to extract rent$otherwise accruing to. physicians, while the
total price for hospital services may decline or remain
unchanged, the entry of proprietary hospitals , may lead to a
higher charge for he hospital portion of those services,
holding constant the degree of physician competition.

C8 Pri for fuy IMur PMI"' .t ..on-P",tI, hoop"". would rai and
I.. co".re paenta. I.. would ri. StrCt Medic.. . CO .. il not ..
pneroUi U 8011 pri".'. pl'. .tlriht ext ' MedicaN''' (our dab. ) to

ri.
C8 Th wod ... 10.. ri and at"' rai.
10 

Expe ri it for-prollt h08pitab offer a hicher qualty prouct 
thON patient. 1- Mntive \0 priC8 that th., lun a..y. M. N8ult of the
chantlin CaH-nU, ap.. 8I ri for voluntar b08pital. that an lef with
only Ii.. patientl.
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Two types of variables are used to measure the effects
of ownership structure on hospital prices and expenses.
First, in all the regressions, one explanatory variable
measures the share of beds operated by for-profit hospitals
in the SMSA (SFP). In addition, in the individual hospital

regressions, dummy variables indicate whether a particular
hospital observation is for-profit (FP). Under most theories,
the share and dummy variables should show similar effects.
One exception i$ the entry- into-profitable-markets hypothe-
sis. If that is the sole explanation, the share variables will

reflect profitable markets while the individual dummies should
have no influence.

Evidence on differences in for-profit and non-profit
hospital behavior is mixed. Lewin et al. (1981) note that
for-profit hospitals have higher costs and prices. Bays (1979)
finds that once an adjustment is made for case mix, no
difference exists. Sloan & Vraciu (1983) also find no signifi-
cant difference in costs, but find that net operating funds of
proprietary hospitals are slightly larger than for non-profit
hospitals, sugge$ting that the former charge higher prices.
Becker & Sloan (1985) find that ownership does not signifi-
cantly affect costs or profits. Watt et al. (1986) find that
in 1980 investor-owned hospitals charged 22 percent more per
admission after adjusting for case mix. This difference
primarily reflected higher prices for ancillary services. Total

costs of proprietary hospitals, on the other hand, were only

insignificantly higher. The after-tax margin of investor-
owned hospitals was double that of non-profit hospitals.

S 1 They fiiid that "independent prolit-MekinC h08pital. ar .li,hUy mon
.meien' . but chun owned . profit..kina hCHpitab appear I., . .ftcicnt than
indcpadent, nonprofit bOlpital and DO more .mcientthan coyemrnnt hOlpital.
run by dlainl. Governt hOlpitai tend to be leu profitable than either
pnva'. nonprofi or lor;'profithOlpitalli...." (at 31)
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b. Svstem and Manned HosDitals

The development of for-prorit hospitals may not be that
signiricant by itself. Rather, there has been a concomitant
increase in the number of for-prorit hospitals affilated with
chains or systems or that are managed by outside parties.
Many of the same theories posited to explain the potential
effects of proprietary hospitals can be applied to chain
hospitals. They may be more efficient, or at least have
access to cheaper capital , and they may have more traditional
profit maximization incentives, even when they are non-
profit. On the other hand, their more unified structure may
ease collusion which could raise prices (per unit of Quality)

and/or lower Quality.

Studies of multi-hospital systems and management-run
hospitals (Ermann &0 Gabel (1984) and Wheeler, Zuckerman
and Aderholdt (1982) respectively) suggest that they take
advantage of managerial economies ' of scale in, for example
dealing with third party payors, as well as in bulk purchases

of inventories. Most studies dispute that they otherwise
operate more efriciently.6S Finally, several note that both
for-prorit and non-prorit managed and system hospitals set
higher prices to increase proritabilty.

12 In IN2, on. thi of al cowaty hOlpibJa, KCDtinl for 18" of th.
be" b8lonpd \0 . ho8tal ay cOGtamlne tb.. 01 man owned or maap
hOlpital. of the .,.. boeta1 wen inv..tor-owHC, 14" ... afiued
with nlicou bI'itUtiOR ' and the . reainder we privat non-profit or municpal
(E....n" Cab (1-) 0& 4U).

6S Bet.. " 810.. (1-) nole Ihal prprlar chai.. in parlcul.. an 
effcint. an the .umm br EniU Gab (188S)aohl Hveraotbe .tudi..
that find no alciencl.. acrunc to chain hOlpitab.

14 Enann II Gabe (101. 
1") 'UlQ' . the Uteratun. Se aI, Wheeler

Zu.ko.... .. Ad.rhotdl (11112).
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The regressions account for affilations across hospi-
tals. SMAN measures the proportion of each SMSA's beds
that arc controlled by an outside management organization.
SMHS represents the proportion of beds that are part of a
system or chain of multiple hospitals that are both commonly
owned and managed. Individual hospital dummy variables
(MAN) and (MHS) measurc the effects of affiliation on the
individual hospitals.

c. Public HosDitals

The effects of the share of beds accounted for by
county, municipal and state hospitals (SGOV) as well as that
of individual government hospitals (GOV) are also measured.
Since county and municipal hospitals generally treat most
indigent, non-insured patients, their presence should reduce
the need for remaining hospitals to cross-subsidize these

patients through their insured consumers. Therefore, a

generally negative impact on prices of the government share
variable is expect cd. The government dummy variable might
have a positive or insignificant effect dcpending on the
extent to which other funds are available to subsidize
indigent patients.

3. Substitutes for HosDitals

The greater the, potential for using substitutcs fOr
hospitals, the more competitive hospitals have to be. Health
Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), which provide comprehen-
sive care, have been shown to have significantly lower
hospital utilzation rates than the ' population at large.66 In
areas where HMOs are more prcvalent we should expcct to
find hospitals acting more competitively. It;s possible, of
course, that this competition takes the form of Quality
competition. HMOs may draw off consumers who are most

1& Hard Luft (1078 and 1081). The .bove averac health .t.tu. or HMO
enroll.. exlain. 801M. but not all, DC the reuctiQn in utilntion.
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price sensitive and leave those who are more concerned about
Quality to private hospital insurance plans. Therefore it is
not clear what effect HMO presence should have on hospital
prices. It is also possible t"at HMOs entered first into
those markets where cost was highest.51 A variable that
measures the pcrcent of the population belonging to HMOs in
1977 (HMOMEM) is used along wit" another that measures
the change in HMO market share from 1977 to 1978 (DHMO).

Nursing homes, at least to a certain extent, substitute

for hospitals. If this effect predominates, their presence

should lower hospital prices.1i8 On the other hand, if they
draw those patients primarily requiring maintenance ser,vices
rather than more costly medical services, they may raise the
average cost of treating hospital (particularly elderly
Medicare) patients. The nursing home bed-population ratio

56 In rent yean, the andotal evide .uubI tb.t HMO. have beme
lar. enoulh to caua h08p"ab to bid for their contncti bJ' of.ri. price
competitive pack..... About 87" of lup metropolitan hOlpital DOW have , aome
relationship with an HMO , and another 28" plan to impl81Dt one within the nex
year. ("Molt Metropolitan H08pital wil Link with HMOt HOIl1it..ll. G/1/86 at 44)
In 1977-78, how8Y", it ia unlikely that HMO. .ere lare- enoulh to elicit much of
this behavior.

17 Carl Schra, direto of ,he ceHr for HOIpital Finance and ManaK_-
IInt of the JohDI Rapti.. M.dc" lD8itutloD81 b.. dated: .W. do know
however, that in ,tat. whuemoN competitive 8Dvironnwntl exlt, , laqy
characteriHd .. IUch b8UH . of tbe prl1ft of 1I0t, the bOlpitai leto 
overcapitaliHd whil. at , the 8a ti hlch prot 1f" ext. Wuhindon
POI' , 8/2O/81i al A1U. SI"di.. ban found HMO ..wtb to be potivot)' ..1- to
hOlpital apendituNl uad . It Ia quite poible th.t the two ar jointly deter-
mined. (Fra..d WoIcI (UI86))

58 Whil. Dot applicale to the .amle peod. tbe neent moy. towar 
propolivol)' d_Ra p&)'n'" fnr bnopi'aI (DRGe) hoo bo cnrrated wllh a
reuction il lenhs at .t.7. Tbil ma, ver .eU be Indine to crMer nunil
home utiluUon.
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(NHBED) describes their influence.

4. The Effect of Phvsicians on HosDital Behavior

Since the supply of physicians is probably jointly deter-
mined with the supply of hospital services, inclusion of
variables measuring physician supply in the reduced-form
hospi tal regressions ma y lead to biases. Therefore the
results initially reported omit measures of physician influence.
Since, however, the role of physicians is important, regres-

sions were also run including various measures of their
effect. Since those variables have little effect on the other
variables in the regression, serious biases probably are not
present and those results are also reported.

The patient care physician - short term hospital bed
ratio (MDBED) is used to account both for shifts in demand
caused by physicians acting as substitutes or complements to
hospital services and for the impact of physicians on hospital
operating decisions. The physician bed ratio may have
offsetting effects of decreasing demand, if physician office

visits substitute for hospital stays, and increasing demand if
physicians make the decisions to hospitalize patients. If the
Pauly and Shalit theories are correct, larger groups of
physicians are less able to control individual and collective
output and the hospital component ,of costs may rise with the
number of affilated physicians. High physician-bed ratios
may also reflect higher Quality care in markets where
hospitals have attracted a large number of physicians through

&9 To take account of other h08plta1 in the maret , .. varable meuurinc
the ratio of be in the included m....t(thon in.hon term, ..nera Don-fede-
ral h08pital) \0 .n otber h08pital be. in the SMSA .u included i08011

. preliminary "..ioo.. Ir the other h08pitahin the ana exert lome competitive
preuure on price, the coeffcient on thi8 varable ahould be itiy. .inee hilh

value. of thi. var.bl. imply few h08pital h.. other than the on.. located in our
meuure lample. The ..anable , lien .hiRed &Cr' l'p-ionl, however I and...
imicnificant. Thenfore it waS omitted from lubluent reioRl.
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provisio of advanced (costly) technology. One could also

argue, as does Joskow (1981), that the causality is reversed.
In markets more saturated with physicians, hospitals may not
have to compete as much for physician affilations through

provision of expensive facilities. In that case, in areas with

high physician density, hospital prices should be lower.

MDBED could also pick up supply effects sincerela-
tively high values indicate relatively low values of beds. The
physician-population ratio (MDPOP) which should measure
only the effect of physicians as substitutes or complements is
also included to sort out the various possible effects.

GPMD measures the proportion of all patient ' care
physicians who are general or family practitioners. Given
the physician/bed ratio, it should have a negative impact on
hospital prices, since GPs are more apt to substitute for
inpatient hospital services.

S. HOSDital OccuDancv Rates

Holding constant a hospital's occupancy rate, the higher
its occupancy rate is relative to the market average, the less

it may need to compete. Its higher occupancy may 
indicative of some local markct power related to, for
example, a beneficial location.eo If this is true, that
market power should be manifested in higher prices if the

hospital market is anything like a normal economic market.
It is also possible that the higher relative occupancy may
result from higher relative demand due to a higher Quality

eo Th. 

.. 

mo.' uo In .hle .'udJ Ie dotlM AI .It 8MSA Inol.
In ao c.. thlt mal' be to lup. paicuar for fairl,. routine tnatlDu
.h.. .... hopl'" prold. eo.. io oR.. 'hoUCh' to be, . laI
important lac.' of . bopttal"a chU'tertiCl 80 . paicular hoeplt81 may be
&h. to char 81ilhtly hilh.r price libaa otlMn within the SNSA and not 10M
man,. patientl.
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(and costlier) product produced by the hospital. If this is
the case, then a hospital's relative occupancy rate (ROCC)
should be positively correlatcd with both prices and expenses.

If the market power story is correct, only prices should be

positively correlated with ROCC. Finally, hospitals may
achieve relatively higher occupancy rates by charging lower
prices (per unit of Quality. In this case, ROCC should be
negatively correlated with prices or positively correlated with
expenses.

ReRulations AffectinR the HosDital Industrv

Two major forms of regulation control the hospital
industry. Entry regulations require approval for construction

and for some other major capital expenditures. In a few
states, rate regulations affect the prices hospitals may
charge.

Two government programs control entry. Certificate of
Need (CON) regulations, implemented by most states during
the I 970s

81 reQuirc that any hospital that wishes to enter

and/or expand obtain approval from a state regulatory autho-
rity. Similarly, Section 1122 (of the Social Security Act

Amendments of 1972) authorizes state planning agencies to
review hospital expansion plans and to recommend that the
Department of Health and Human Services disallow associated
intercst and depreciation expenses paid under public insu-
rance programs if the plans are not approved. Since CON
regulation is broader but serves essentially the same purpose
many states abolished their Section 1122 programs upon

61 Feder law mandat8dtb.ir enactment by IgSO in order to qualify for
fed.ra health fundi. Thi8 reuirement, however, hu ben eliminated. Tex..
Minnaot8. Anson., Utah, California, . Kanu. New. Mexco, Idaho, and Louisiana
have reently dimanUed their CON pro(ral1 or plan to ph... them out in the
near future, althoulh some of theM .tates .UII have Section 1122 "gut_tionl. In
at leut two atate. . 'Ul'e in notices of intent to build haa ben noted aince
abolition of the.entry nview pl'am.
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enacting CON legislation.

Three theories predict differing effects of entry regula-

tion. The first, which is based on the common belief tha t
any expansion in hospital bed supply creates its own
demand z and that, left unregulated, hospitals compete fo
physicians and patients through .unnecessary. expenditures on
facilties and equipment, posits that entry regulation reduces
costs and hence prices. Alternatively, Posner (1974) and
Joskow (1981) have suggested that CON regulation can foster
cartclizing behavior by hospitals: it hinders rent dissipation
through Quality/amenity competition as well as preventing
entry. Under this view, it is not surprising that the Ameri-

can Hospital Association supported the mandatory enactment
of CON programs.83 This carte; Iheory predicts that entry
regulation leads to higher prices with constant or lower

costs, i. , higher margins. Finally, the third hypothesis
suggests that regulation of beds and certain large equipment

expenditures merely redirects purchases to other forms of
capital (Salkever and Bice. 1979). Total capital expenditures
remain constant while operating costs may rise since
production using the regulated mix of capital is less effi-

cient.

Most analyses of the effect of entry regulation pro-
grams suggest that, several years after their enactment. they
reduce expansion of bed supply but encourage greater utilza-
tion of the existing bed stock as well as other inputs.
Empirical studies suggest that aggregate costs increase or
remain unchanged. , The effect of entry regulation on price

62 Thia concept. known.. Rollr . La. I .u lint .uuted . b,. Milton
Ro... (lIMt).

83 American Hoepital Aaation (lNI).
84 Sloan (1081). Sloan .. Shinwold (108), Solkov.. .. Die. (1871). Miok ..

Roynoldo (1878). Jookow (1111), 
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effect as well.
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This study analyzes this

The effect of certificate of need regulation is initially
measured as the number of years a law has been in effect in
the state (CON AGE), since CON regulation is designed to
reduce expenditures on durable goods and therefore can be
expected to become effective only with a lag.s6 CON AGE
ranges from 0 to 13 for the year, 1977, that is studied. A
second formulation assumes that once a CON law is well-
established, its age does not matter. This specification
defines a dummy variable as equal to one when the CON law
is at least three years old and zero otherwise. Section 1122
(S1I22) is measured as a dummy variable which takes a value
of one in those states having Section 1122 review boards.

Prospective Rate Review regulation has also been
instituted by some states in the last decade. This form of
regulation attempts to control hospital costs by establishing
in advance maximum allowable rates either based ' on past
costs or to cover proposed total budgets.

sT State hospital
associations have generally opposed rate regulation. Evidence
on the effect of such programs is mixed. While most recent

studics find a negative effect on costs in those states with

65 PnvoUiltudiel. e.c-, Sloan .IlSt.inwald (1980); have .haWD thi. tabe
true.

66 SectioR 1122 ii not meuure by ita be.UM all MCtion 1122 .tatutu
wen enacted ' in the ntaUve.y.hor' period bet.een 1971 and' 1914. Alternatively
lpeifyinCS1122uth. proportion or the population that ia enroUed in Medk...
or Medicaidinthon .t- with Sec on 1122 Nvie. bo did not chane- th.
N8wta licnifcantly. Since 81122 "culatiom .often duplicate CON 180.', lUoth.r
alternative varable. ... formulate 

.. .. 

dummy equallinlone only-hen.. 81122
prolf exte by .. CON la. did not. Theruulu did not chance.

81 Se Mom.. et aI. (198) for &1 interatinc theoretical discuuon
explaininl' why errective rate review lowen -quality" of hOlpital input. when the
hOipitai objective i. to maxmiacphy.ician incomel.

,.'
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mandatory rate setting
significant effect.

programs older studies find

Prospective Reimbursement (PR) probably does not
directly influence market competition. However. if it favors
one type or size of hospital over another, or affects case

mix, it may have an indirect effect. Programs differ
according to whether they are voluntary (PRV) or mandatory
(PRM), whether they use a formulary or budget review

approach , and whQ they cover. Mandatory programs are more
likely to be effective.

C. Data

I. Price Data and Reuessions

This study uses price data for various individual, disease
categories. As noted in the introduction, studying prices for
specific disease categories has at least two advantages.
While most previous studies of hospital competition have
measured Quality competition using expense data, price data
are essential to determine the effect of competition on
consumer welfare. Second, since hospital services are a
highly differentiated product, focusing on individual disease

categories is necessary to avoid serious production function
aggregation . problems. While case mix variation stil exists
within a given disease category. such variation should be
much smaller than that found in the aggregate hospital

88 Slooa (ll1), Jookow (1011), Mord u.. (ll1), Wonhorqtn oad
Pir (1012), Dra.". en eo. (1-), M.lnck l1. (1011), oad Slooa (1011)
rOWld p..potln nI """'100 ro.... hooplt" _to oItl7 whU. Slooa
oad Stonwol (101), Mlok oad lIdI (1012), ODd Elnlckl (1071) 'oWld no
.troct frm ouc ..I.tloo. Tho dltr..u CO prmay be "'trlbut'" to th.
time period analyHd .. wel. .. 'be ..y in which the YcJoab. lMurin& 'h.
nculuion... chart.riae. 
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many studies.

Both average market prices, where the market area is
defined to be a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA), and individual hospital level observations are
examined. Implicit in the market level analysis is a model of
individual hospital behavior that yields equilibrium market

prices dependent on various characteristics of the market
such as demand, structure, and regulatory environment.
Using SMSA.defined lTarkets, it is straightforward to define

each hospital's competitors.

There are two disadvantages to working with data
aggregated to the SMSA level. First, only about 2g00, or
less than 50% of all community hospitals71 are located in
SMSAs. Therefore only half of the available sample of all
community hospitals is used. Moreover, hospitals located in
SMSAs are not drawn from the distribution applicable to all
community hospitals. Hospital$ located in SMSAs are mOre
apt to be large: while 44% of the SMSA-hospitals contain
more than 200 beds, only 27% of all community hospitals do.
Likewise, less than 9% of SMSA- Iocated hospitals have fewer
than SO beds, while 24% of all community hospitals are that
small. Second, by aggregating all the individual hospital

aD One very reent .tudy(EakOl at Peddecord, 1986) ayoida this major

problem by uline profi data by individua hopital Hrvice (e. , pharacy, meical
At lurccal, obltetrica. dinical laboratory) to dehmUne the eff tof ownerhip on

marDl for different aeic... The data ar ,til lubject to cue mix probleml.
however, and the .tudy doa not examne the erred of, maret structure.

70 Madd... (1977) th. econometric advantac and di..dvant..t1 of
data ......tion. Infonnation i8 Iot throuc au.. ion but , to the extent that
.non mat in the micrata or the micrrel.tioft an inadequately lpeified,
au"8ted data ar appropriate-

71 Community hOlpital ar defined .. -non-federa .hon-tenn cener and
other speial hOlpitai. - excluding hOlpitu units of inatitutionl - WhOM facilties
and aervice8 ar available to the public,- (H08pital Stati.tiC8 . 1977. p.. vii)
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data, we lose potentially valuable information about differ-
ences across hospitals that may affect their pricing deci-
sions. Therefore it wil also be useful to study prices at the

individual hospital level.72

Both the SMSA and individual hospital level regressions
include the same explanatory variables belonging to the
vector S discussed in the previ()us section as well 
measures to control for exogenous demand and cost factors
listed below and discussed in the appendix. In addition
dummy variables to reflect the ownership status of each
individual hospital wil be included in the individual hospital
regressions.

Eleven disease categories are studied. Four categories
of explanatory variables are discussed: those that measure

demand, those that account for cost, regulation variables, and
proxies for the degree of market competition. In the price
regressions, the depcndent variable is the average price
(charge) per case for the particular disease category for all
the hospital services except for the physicians' fees. In the

'1 For ...nI dI.. cat exam. th comdea' of .ar.liion of
lbo, ..Io prlco d.t. b.. ba cop- to th ."".. ..mdonl orvaratio (cv) of the cI..t8 data. The ..u1u. IhOWDbew. .how minor
di.recli bet... the two. tn of ay....
DiM..
Co.

Ag'" CV CV 01 Individual H08Dlta1Mo.. ft
210
s14

421

210
2Z8
288
218

181
211
2SI

01 - 1.
01 - .

002 - .
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aggregate regreuions, the unit of observation is an SMSA.
In these regreuions the price variables arc weighted (by
number of cascs) averages across the sample hospitals in a
given SMSA.

The price data come from Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) files of average chargcs fOr the most
frequent diagnoses for Mcclicare inpatient diagnoses for 1977

and 1978. They are cIerived from the Medicare Provider
Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) data whic!t "are a 20% sample
of all Medicare hospital inpatient bils submitted to HCFA for
payment under Title XVIII (Medicare) of the Social Security
Act."n Individual patient data are aggregated to the
hospital level to preserve confidentiality.

7I Also, - since a
small number of very high charges created substantial
differences between means and medians, tbe top 7% of all
patient records for each diagnostic catcgory was delcted by
HCFA. HCFA cautions users of the data to remember that
they are "for the Medicare enrolled DODulation onlv" (empha-
sis in original), but also notes that persons over the age of
65 account for one quarter of all hospital discharges and for
one third of all patient days. Otber studies bave also shown
a strong correlation between the pattern of Medicare CbargeS

and other prices across hospitals. Even thougb the levels
may vary, the data "can be considered reasonable indicators
of tbe overall relative differences in prices charged 

13 In 

- -

, t'" 8MA 

.. 

ho.oI dat. uo not 

.. 

oa al
hohlo In t'" 8MS 11-- "" lU .. OD t- 8MSA 
Chat 

.. 

_t or tb.. 7." or th bo In th 8MA (201 oba1l,
..41 DO oitdl- .. rOU.

74 1a_1o on t'" dat 00 10 dOoc - "' 0.. or lloo.bPI"". P_1a IMhr No. 81- , MarSl , 1081 (U.s. IHIr..t
or HooCh OD H.. 8ecol. QO or ... dlo In t"" ..po ..w.... (1081 OD tb. P_IaOl wtle II or A_t lS, 108.

71 D- ca at . pYln hotol wltb tb.. Ii.. _at-
uo de by HerA.
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hospitals for similar types of diagnoses."

The data have one problem. Because of the nature of
Medicare (and most private insurance plans), the price for a

hospital visit is divided into two components: a charge
representing all of the hospital inputs (e.g., bed, nursing
services, operating room, drugs, physical therapy) which is
paid by Part A of Medicate, and a physician fee, generally
biled directly by the physician, which is covered under Part
B of Medicare.

T8 Ideally, the effect of various features of
the hospital market on total hospital service price should be
studied. Unfortunately, as is true for almost all studies of
hospital competition, only data for the hospital component of
this price are available. The hospital price may not always
react in the same fashion as the total charge would to
differences in market conditions, particularly if physicians
have some control over the production process for hospital
services. It wil be particularly difficult to test the Pauly-
type model of hospital behavior.

2. Exoense Data and ReRressions

As discussed earlier, since it is difficult to hold
constant all dimensions of quality in the price regressions,
and since pro(it data by disease category do not exist in the
available data set, it is necessary also to examine expense
data.

The American ' Hospital Association s annual survey of
United States hospitals provides the expense data. They arc
matched to the price data by hospital before any aggregation
is done to the SMSA level. These . data represent total
hospital accuntin8 expenses, including salaried persnnel,
their benefits, professional fees depreciation, interest

n Moo' prl"... 
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Tax payments by

The expense data are nOt disaggregated to the disease
category level. This implies that unlike the price data, the

expense data may be subject to substantial case mix varia-
tion. Several hospital characteristics are thought to affect
case mix. To the extent possible, these are held constant in
the expense regressions to minimize the case mix problem.
Teaching hospitals and large urban hospitals, which may
attract more complicated cases, are accounted for by various
dummy variables in the regressions. In addition, as men-
tioned earlier, it is alleged that proprietary hospitals treat a
simpler less diversified, case mix than do non-profit
institutions. Bays (1979) found this to be true for unaffi-
liated for-profit institutions, but reported insignificant
differences between the case mixes of proprietary chain and
non-profit hospitals. Over 50% of the proprietary hospitals
in the sample used in this study are chain-affiiated.
Measures of ,the special facilties possessed by hospitals (a
common indicator used to measure Quality) were incorporated
in earlier regressions but had totally insignificant effects on
prices and ,expenses. Since maternity visits tend to be
relatively low cost, a variable measuring the, ratio of births
to admissions is also included in the expense regressions.

77 Accrd to B.aer aadSloua (lOll, at 32), 8Jte overhead Or' -home
Om"8 e08t. ar chU' \0 indvidual hOlpital but not 01 . r..-Iorw..rvice
b..ia. Perent.. of nv,nM iaOf.method conly uN. It il diffcult to

det.rme what bi.. thil may enat.
78 Dat. deleain tbl tax p&ymb ollDdiYiduai hopitab .- not avaiiable

to thil dudr 8i tax paymtl an " iauded in an -a.... cate or -otlMr
nonpayroU dJM- by. th AmricuHOIpltai Auatlon. 88er _d Sloan
(1Q86, at II) _timat. tbat- pretU) bopital 8XII w... on av_ra- 3.
percent bieb- In 1977 be of tax paymtl. They aI note that hichlr
iI"er' COU payab on corprate debt fmancl eu oppo to muaicipal or
other tax-eempt) led &0 . furiher 1 JMrcent co.' diaadvantap accr 
proprietar b08pitab.
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Regressions are run on expense per admission (EXP AD),

which corresponds most closely to the price pcr case measure

used in the price regressions. Admissions are adjusted to
take account of outpatient visits. Since factor usage is in

parI determined by the form of competition , variables such as
labor inputs and assets per bed are not exogenously deter-

ined in the expense regressions. Therefore regressions are
run omitting such variables. Regressions of the input
measures on the competition variables are also run to
determine how input usage is determined by competitive
factors. Once again regressions are run both at the SMSA
and individual hospital levels.

3. Demand and Cost Variables

Several variables are used to control for different
demand conditions across SMSA markets. These - include
income, insurance coverage, percentage of the population on
welfare or unemployed, population density and growth, the
perccntage of the population that is white and the death
rate. Also included is a dummy (or share, dtpendinll on the
level of the regression) variable indicating hospitals located

in cities with population equal to or exceeding one milion.
This variable accounts for the more complicated case mix
typically found in urban' hospitals. Motivation for their
usage and the results are discussed in the appendix.

Since many hospital costs cannot be viewed as exoge-
nous determinants of price, it is inappropriate to include
them in the rcduced-form rcgrcssions. Rather, Only thosevariables that cannot be affected by the hospital decision-
makers, the physicians or administrators, are used. Results
for these variables are also described in the appendix.

The next section outlnes results for the price and
expense regressions. In order to present tbe complete story.the results from all four sets of regressions are described



THE MODEL AND DATA

simultaneously.7 The discussion focuses on the variables
thought to affect market competition among hospitals. These
variables include the structure and ownership descriptors
measures of substitutes and complements, and the forms of
various regulations. Table 2 presents a complete list of vari-
ables, their definilions, and descriptive statistics.so Bt

79 SMSA level price and expel1, and individual hoipital level price and
expenH, ftll'ioRl.

80 A. i8 apparnt from the table, for aome van.bln the SMSA level mean
van.. con.iderably. frm the h08pit.J level .yen.... For exunple, the concentra-

tion m...ur' . an conaiderahly ,nateI' at the SMSA. level. Thi8 iI due to
different weiaht. plac.d in. c..cut.tin p'and me81. While the SMSA level valuu
ar calculated ...eicht 8V"" of aU . tlM b08pita1 in the SMSA. in the
srd mean"' eac SMSA iI liven equal ..il'ht. . Attheh08pital level, .inee each
boapital iI .eilhted equally in calculatinc the m.UI. SMSA8 with more hOlpital.
reeive a &natI' - weicht. Since . - tbON SMSA8 have lower concentration, the

concentration leel .ppean lower. Similarly. aver.. priee at the
h08pital level appear hipel' . be.UN hopitall in lar urban ue ar likely to
otter a more 8OphUiticated , hilher priced prouct. Since .uch hOlpU'" ar not
evenly di.tribute &Cro . SMSAa, . they do . not reeive.. much weicht in the
overl SMSA. .vera.

, ,

81 A corrlation matri of all 10 independent and 28 dependent van.bl.. it

available from the author.
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IV. Results

of the SMSA level price regressions are
3, while those for the individual hospital
appear in Table 4. The expense regression
the SMSA and individual hospital levels are
able 5. Results using input measures as
lies are shown in Table as well.

tJcnsc RCllressions

e SMSA and individual hospital levels, the
s show that the Herfindahl (HERF) as
'er significant. By itself, this could indicate
lcture has no effect on hospital competition.
cr admission (EXP AD) regressions exhibit
ive and significant Herfindahl coefficients,
legative correlation between market concen-
cnses suggests that competition occurs along
ld facilty dimensions. The significance of
in the expense regressions combined with its
n the price equations suggests that while
; increase the Quality or complexity of the

termed a hospital stay, it does not affect
plies that the price of a Quality-adjusted
'ut (which we cannot measure) falls with
e level of concentration. and that some price
cfore does exist.

c argued that the negative relation between
Id expenses indicates that hospitals in more
rkets have taken advantage of economies of
s a result, more efficient. Such a view lies
uments that suggest that regional planning

erfndahl ... allO included in an eulier atap of the NIf-
II. non-Unear relation betw..n prce 01 ape.. and cocen-
,Wd licficant raul". Simiar I wben tbe Uerfndah 
OIplt'" raanap by. comm company.. lincle firm, the
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RESULTS

should limit the number of hospitals allowed to maintain
certain types of costly equipment. It could be argued that
such an efficiency is not passed on in the form of lower
prices because of the lack of price sensitivity on the part of
consumers.

If this explanation were correct, however, one would
expect that hospital size would also be negatively related to
expenses. Instead , as is evident from Table and detailed in
the appendix, expenses are positively related to size, perhaps
because larger hospitals tend to offer more sophisticated
treatment to a more complex case mix.83 Since the expense
data are aggregate, rather than by disease code, it is possible
that, despite the presence of other variables discussed below
the size measure is accounting for some dimensions of case
mix.

Interestingly, prices are negatively, albeit for the most
part insignificantly, related to size. Thus if there are
economies of scale, they appear to be passed on in .the form
of lower prices. Therefore, the argument that the different
effects of concentration on prices and expenses merely
reflect size economies tha t are not passed on to consumers
appears to be incorrect.

Similarly, while higher concentration might reflect
efficiencies due to higher Occupancy rates, hospital and
SMSA occupancy rates are specifically held constant in the
regressions. It seems, therefore, unlikely that the estimated

negative correlation between concentration and expenses can
be explained fully by standard efficiency arguments.

This discussion does not imply that none of the
quality" competition among hospitals is wasteful, or that no

efficiencies result from increases in hospital concentration.
Rather, it appears that increased efficiency may be one of

IS Quadraic Jn..UNI of hOlpitai 81.. 'f "80 included in .arier 

..-

.iona, but; did not h... an, .ianificaDt .a8Cton hOlpital 8X. 



SECTION IV

many effects of increased concentration, but, if present, does
not directly benefit consumers. Unless all Quality competi-

, tion is wasteful, increased competition appears to give

: consumers higher Quality for the same price as the lower

Quality care offered in more concentrated markets.

Alternatively, since the expense data may not hold case
mix entirely constant, the observed negative relationbctween
concentration and expenses could mcrely reflect the fact that

urban hospitals (whose markets are generally less concen-
trated) tend to offer more sophisticated care and take care
of sicker people. Once again, these factors have been
accounted for; population density as well as location in 

large city are included as explanatory variables. Moreover
as Scction 1I.C.2 explained, variables measuring the effect of
tcaching status and the proportion of cases that are births
are also included to account for case mix variations. Several
of these variables are significant. It seems unlikely that
remaining unexplained case mix diffcrences are sufficiently
larger in the expense regressions than in the price regres-
sions alone , to cause the difference between the price and
expense results.

Regressions in which the four firm concentration ratio
(CR4) is substituted tell essentially the same story.8& Table
6 shows the CR4 coefficients from regressions identical to
those shown in Tables except that CR4 has been substi-
tuted for HERF. Since none of the remaining coefficients
change substantially, the other results are not reported. The
SMSA level results, have a similar pattern to those using

84 Thi. conthl" with nculat.d airlin.., which
, when allowed to compete OD.

price, lowe prica at weD.. quality.

85 
A. two-firm eoncntration ratio .... al tried, with YU7 aimilu naulta tho uainl CR4. The total number of h08pitab in the ma.t ar. ... al

lubitituHd . ror the H.rfndahl .taU-tic. 1& did not prouce pariculary aipicart
raulh.



TABLE 6

COEFFICIENTS FROM OTH RETED REGRESSIONS
(u dacbeln the te)

A. SMSA LEVEL

Retnionawith Ph ician Varables
CR4 DERF MDBED GPMD

6021 101 641. 468.
10) 06) (400) 64)

3803 11. 33. 116.
&2) 28) 24) 12)

566 213. 699. 914.
49) &0) (UO) ("2.11)

616 111. 880. 118.
39) 1.21) (401) 29)

348 1141 80. 6&3.
09) 00) (Ut) 206)

842 24. IOS2. 122.
37) (4.SO) 2.0)

446 119. 812. 431.6
90) 1.0) (3.6) 1.1)

1117 21. 313. 343.
94) 44) (UO) 2.6)

1280 3600 234. 226.
18) 61) (1.69) 1.41)

170 391 36&. 332.
06) OS) (1.2) !.8)

048 18&. 100, 1049.
81) 94) (2.21) 08)

6&9 SO&. 464. 442.
61) 29) (3.69) 2.6)
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'SPtTAL LEVEL

88iolU with Ph ician Vanables
HERF MDBED GPMD

62. 100. 116.
67) (8.01) 70)

11. 169, 103.
19) (1.97) 81)

1361. 68.
63) (6.78) 18)

13. 1119. 221.3
16) (8.42) 1.6)

40. 1094. 119.
34) (6. 16) 48)

21. 1357. 144.
18) (7.71) 68)

19. 1141. 114.
16) (6.65) 46)

43. 465. 152.
66) (U6) 1.06)

SO. 420. 89.
(1.9) (4.2) 71)

21. 618. 17.
22) (4.06) 08)

50. t798. 230.
24) (6.45) 48)

145. 661. 77.
08) (1.67) 54)
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RESULTS

HERF. In the individual hospital regressions, the coefficient
on CR4 is generally significantly negative. However, its
magnitude relative to the depcndent' variable is usually much
smaller than in the expense regression.BI From these
results, it again appears that price competition offsets at
least partially the effects of costly Quality competition.

In no case, however, does the magnitude of the
Herfindahl coefficient suggest that market structure, as
measured by a Herfindahl or concentration ratio, is a
substantial determinant of price or expense. As Table 7
shows, a .01 point increase (100 points when the Herfindahl
is measured on the familiar 1- 000 scale) in HERF leads
to .09 to - 03 percent decrease in price and a . 17 to .
percent decrease in expenses. The effect measured using CR4
is stil smaller, ranging from a .008 decrease to a .001
increase in prices and a .008 to .0 II percent decrease for
expenses when CR4 is increased by points.

The share of proprietary hospitals (SFP) shows a
uniformly positive and often significant coefficient in the
price regressions at the SMSA level and a generally insigni-
ficant (but also positive) effect at the individual hospital
level. The expense regressions indicate no significant
relation between for-profit market share and hospital costs.
This suggests that cream-skimming is not the primary ,force
raising prices in markets with large proprietary market

86 
No direct .tatiatical 0( the coecient. &Cro price and

expe"" reioDl is meaninaful Ilc. tbe price ncioQl conce individual
diM"" while the exn.. equatioDi an mo. ac'8te. Auatinl. npre-
Mntative price varabl. 8C diM.. cat.ri.. i8 Dot poibl. beaU1 the dat-
Nt contuna obMaUoM on ever diM.. catqo17 ani)" for the lareat h08pit.l8.

87 A 100 pont iDere.. ia the cutotr under tbe 198 Deparment or luatice
cuidelinea for wben one mat -ri0Ul,. inv.tica . lnereef if the level of the
H.rrmdahl index i8 in the raee of the aver maret .tudied here.
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ECTION IV

or- bfit hospitals either enter into
tarkets or higher prices represent less

dummy variables in the individual
)rovide additional information useful in
o remaining theories. For-profit hospital
:hly significant positive impact on price
y negative effect on costs. These results
ary hospitals charge prices that are, on
.igher than those of non-profit hospitals.
previous work showing that for-profit

to generate larger margins.DO It also
sitive coefficient on for-profit market
not" only to the fact that proprietary

most profitable markets, the effect of
:asured by the for-profit market share
o their own pricing policies. Jf the
,on-profit and proprietary hospitals were
e dummy variable denoting the proprie-
lid be insignificant. This suggests that
less control over pricing in proprietary

re must share the rents with hospital

all diM.. catqri.. ri. the nduction of CI-
cn8I-8irn dou not hold. While cn-lkin.
at. miCht prouce uniformy hip_I' prica, it would

r and Hadley (108) lound that tb. chan.. in maret
hOlpitab bet..MI 1873 an 1082 .... lificaatly

han.. in non-profit. hOlplt.' nvenue-t marDl,
P'.th an tlM for-prot chuM ' 1973 ma.t .han 
u on chua in proprietar chain maret alan;

reent atudy by lA.in and Auat- round thatchar 21" moN than Dot-for-prot h08pital.
:har.. 21" More: Study: Modem Healthcar, 7/5/85 at



ian charge for hospital services may
rit hospital is involved, there is no
:sults, tha t the en try of f or-profi t:r prices for the hospital-based

proprietary hospitals are insignifi-
'se of non- profit hospitals. When a
: tax payments made by proprietary
from each for-profit hospital'
coefficient on FP becomes, not
negative.Ql This 

suggests that for-
er input costs. This wil be tested

Ire of governmcnt beds (SGOV) has
pact on prices. The effect on

tive coefficients on the individual
(GOV) suggest that government run
rge lower prices. Public hospital
Ie of private non-profit institutions,
is . insignifcant at standard lcvels.
:ct, it is not surprising that many
)spitals are currently facing bank-
iroprietary hospital chains.

managed and system hospitals shares
ice are not particularly significant.
rficients on the SMAN variablcs to
it rarely ' significant, whilc those on .
, insignificantly negative at least at

:vel. Managed hospitals may have



tele of such hospitals. The expense
,ignificantly positive co.officients on both
\.ny areawide efficiencies that obtain from
)r ownership appear to be at least offset

in service-facility use perhaps generated by a
ality competition.

lividual hospital variables show that the effect of
gement (MAN) on price is positive and sometimes
while that of membership in a multi-hospital
IS) is generally smaller and insignificant.
managed and system hospitals are significantly
those of unaffiliated hospitals, and, as Table 7

nagnitude of the effect caused by affiliation is
xpenses than on prices. This may partly result
ct that many financially troubled hospitals are
.y management companies or system hospitals. 
11Owever , to justify the efficiency arguments made
,pitals.lIs These results are fairly consistent with
outlined in section II above that suggested that

;ystem h()spitals generate higher profits
10 not suggest). they do so through higher
)Wer costs.

of the population belonging to HMOs
s a generaIly insignificant coefficient in
ice and expense regressions. It is signifi-

.t.
'v.

.II maaated h08 t'" , in the .ampl. wen for-profit. In
lanap hOlpital that ar prprietar ia 66" with 86" of
raedChaiu Continue Expaon Ig85 Survey Shows
6 at 76)II COUI" that manap and 8Y.t8m hOlpital. provide bilher

bu.. .m- __8n1 unlikely .inee their priCe an not uniformy hipet.



e individual hospital level regressions.

the change in HMO market share from
I) shows a uniformly negative and often
It. From this set of results, it appears
:ed enter first into the most costly areas

, subsequently leads to lower costs and

home bed-population ratio (NHBED)
Isignificant coefficients in both the price
ions, except for the individual hospital
ere the coefficients are mostly negative

icant as predicted under the competition-
Overall though, nursing homes do , not

bstitutes to hospitals.

iician-bed ratio (MDBED) is included in
, its effect is always positive, and mostly
n both the SMSA and individllal level
in Table 6.11 The significantly positive

that while . HMO. exte in M of 2"9 SNSA. in IG77

if 30 .t.tel, mot wen found in the W88 CotS,.te.
"I . be exlairM pariay by. the celRphic loation ' of
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'he -eat cou' dumm varable il hi&hly .ipificant.
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racllti" and outpatient lurli-centen bave al deve-
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h~-eyer. at the tim th. ' daa for thit .tudy .er

ne from ftrrioRl identical to thOl ,bOWD in Tablea
and GPMP have 
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on the physician-bed ratio in the expense
as well suggests ,that more hospital inputs are
more physicians are present, but it is impossible

.ish whcther higher Quality or less physician
cr input use produces this result. It is clear
t physicians do not act primarily as substitutes for
IS.

Iroportion of physicians who are general practi-
'MD) has a universally negative and often signifi-
icient in thc SMSA level price and expense
as expected. In the individual hospital reg res-

both prices and expenses, the coefficients are
nificant, albeit sometimes unexpectedly positive.

ion of the physician measures in the regressions
ffect on the other variables' coefficients. In the
hospital regressions it tends to reduce the magni-
ignificance of the structure variables' coefficients
: negative. This suggests that, as hypothesized
:tition among hospitals is for physicians.

clative occupancy rate of a hospital (ROCe) has
d positive and significant effect on prices in most

Iding constant the hospital's own occupancy rate
.umably affects costs, the higher its occupancy
the average in the local market,. the more power

: pri.Uelf at the paricular h08pital to the Dumber of be. at the
Id be U8 in the individual hOlpitai naion.. nata ar not
. .tud,.. however I to compute :Iuch a varable.

.ion of . phpidaa-polallo ratio (MDPOP - Dot in the repo
" lurprinc,. tend8 to reuce (but not eUmnale) the lipificanc8
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, by itself. could also be explained

wherein a hospital's higher Quality
: demand, the relative insignificance
of the effect on expenses does not
theory.

CONAGE and S1I22) do not appear to
tures. The coefficients on CONAGE
Itly positive in the price regressions

SA level, while those on Sl122 are
in most instances. The SMSA-level

I a significant positive coefficient for
l negative effect on expenses, but ishe individual hospital level. The
:oefficients at both the price and
GE suggest that such regulation does
:xpenditures, but rather leads to a
resources. Using the mean, level of
Jggest that states with CON laws on
expenses that were 1.8 to 2.6 and 1.2
spectively. than those without. The
edicts higher prices and/or lower
, supported by these regressions since
es appear higher. These results are
If the literature on hospital entry

, both mandatory and voluntary
ion programs (PRM and PRY) fre
tly negative impacts on prices. Not
of mandatory programs is generally
ant. The effect of both on expenses
ppears, therefore. that the primary
Ilation is to reduce margins, but not
:nt operation.

iduals have been plotted and at least
alter plots appe,lr ran(\om. The
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iously violate normality assumptions; if

tern exhibits slightly thin tails. Log
the data removed any semblance of

id not change any of the results substan-

rather than per case, has also been used

riable. While thorough testing of this
It been undertaken, the results do not
different.

Immy varia bles to measure nine geogra-
:he U.S. does not change most of the

effects significantly. Of the regional
one representing the Pacific states98 has
Ie) effect. The size and significance of
j with the regional variables; since many

Caliornia, this is not surprising given
Ie Pacific dummy variable.

cification of Concentration and Entrv

:cifications of concentration and entry
inappropriate. Concentration may not
uesholdis reached, artd the effect of a
be noticeable until it is well-established.
"'0 dummy variables were substituted for
discussed in the previous section. The
y was set at one when the Herfindahl
east. (3000 on the familar 1- 000
..ise. Siinilarly, an entry dummy was
e only when the CON law was at least

Californi.. AI...... and Hawaii. New ' Eqan il the
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)NCENTION AN ENTRY BARR
'UM VARLES
Lmmv CONAGE Dum
)SP SMSA HOSP

12. (2.
66) (2.0) (2.06)

18. (3.
60) 18) (2.9)

266. 183.
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321 101. 62.1
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99. 109,
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OJ( 129. 10:.
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28. 41.
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1(.
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41. 66.
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114. 197.
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n 1977).

icients on these two variables and the
:ts they represent are shown in Table 8.
stly confirm those discussed previously. Since

on the remaining variables did not change
y are not reported. The regressions using
abies appear to fit the data about as well as

ar specifications.

concentration appears to have no significant
ices but is significantly negatively related to

,rice coefficients suggest that prices are. 7 to
er (albeit insignificantly), while expenses are
nt lower, when the Herfindahl equals or

that is at least three years old raises both

Ises significantly. Since prices may increase
centage than expenses (4.0 to 4.9 percent on
eleven prices versus 3.3 to 4.0 percent for
s appear to ipcrease slightly, and CON laws
strict entry. Stil, CON's strongest effect is

Jst-raising inefficiencies which are passed on
If CON' s primary impact was as a carteliz-

nses should not increase as much. Interest-
:entration and a well-established CON law

ffects on expenses that are identical in
Iposite in sign. This suggests that when
xist, the reduction in quality competition
lessening of efficiency. In this case,
changed from the state where' neither
lent. Since prices are higher, however
:ased.

:r specifications were also tried. Rather
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Interactions of the price and CON
ariables were accounted for as well.
used to test whether the existence of

hat would prevent the erosion of supra-
as necessary for high concentration to
teraction of the level of concentration

with the existence of a well-established
:sted. As mentioned earlier, alterna ive
ied. None of the interaction variables
Ace Done of these alternative specifica-
. to those discussed above, their results

etition is important, input use is in , part
degree of competition. Therefore, it
Ite to include input measures as explana-
: price or expense regressions. Instead

the effect that our measures of compe- .
IS, regressions were run with inputs as

Table reports results where full-
,nnel per bed (FTEB) and assets per bed
,dogenous, variables. The regressions are
those run on prices and expenses,u1O

;ling variables are discussed.

lured the Herfindahl statistic
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,ve a ncgative effect on input use, but is only
the individual hospital personnel regression. If
,etition is important, as is suggested by the
,ssions, it is surprising that this variable does
more important influence in the input regres-
s other unmeasured inputs are also important.
it hospitals clearly use fewer labor and capital
ed than do non-profit hospitals. These results
:hey may engage in less wasteful input competi-
suggests that they do not offer a higher Quality

payments and additional financing costs appear
reduction in input cost.

lospitals appcar to use more personnel than non-
lIs. This may be duc to their , on average , older
physical plants. Since assets are measured net
, the negative coefficicnt in the asset equation

:cts this age.

hospitals, and perhaps managed ones as well
,e more inputs per bed. This explains their
11 expcnses and confirms the initial suspicion

not more efficient (at least in terms of input
r independent counterparts.

in HMOs apparently reduces hospital input use

"eating pressures for cost reduction. A rela-
umber of nursing home beds in the market, on

, leads to greater use of personnel by hospi-
y reflect a sicker clientele in the hospital.

her a hospital's own occupancy rate relative to
verage, the larger its use of inputs. Moreover

ii's absolute occupancy (OCC) (or the
I the SMSA), the greater is the use of
These results are plausible: the more
the beds (as reflected by their rate of
:r the demand for complementary inputs.
Gt appear to depend significllntly on
If the occupancy rate of any given



tcs over time, it may be easier to adjust input
personnel than by changing the amount of

IS do not appear to affect input

;pitals use substantially
apital inputs per bed.

grea ter



V. Conclusion

:al work described in this study suggests that

,tructure in 1977- 1978 affected competition in

Istry. A linear regression including Herfin-
tration ratio measures of market structure
,ese measures have no significant impact on
do, however, have a significant negative
:nses, where the effects of facilty-service
:ition and/or efficiency are isolated. The
a relation between market concentration and
with the negative effect of concentration on

, that the price of a Quality-adjusted bundle

could be measured) does fall with reductions
)f market concentration as measured by a
mcentration ratio statistic. The coefficients
,t that the magnitude of any effect of

itself, was small in 1977-1978. Regressions
dummy variable denoting markets where the

, I ..t .3 (as measured in this study, or 3000
conventional 1- 10,000 scale) Cor the

ssed above confirm that concentration
on prices but negatively influences

.ares with other work in the field the
Quality accurately, and it is therefore
ice competition. The evidence collected
, suggests that in 1977-1978 price and
did exist and were greater in less
i. The results suggest that hospital
:penses fall with increases in hospital
, where expens are interpreted as

therefore, appears that normal competi-
e hospital industry. While it might be
ga ti ve correIa tion between expenses and
economies of scale that are not passd

5 Section IV. above discusses, such
provide the full explanation for the

Since standard economic conditions
th price and Quality competition among
reasona ble, for the most part, to use
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equipment across many hospitals
sk that a particular patient at a
t not have immediate access to the
ogy, this benefit comes at a high

ns such as Certificate of Need laws
higher prices. Higher expenditures
se results are 'more significant in the
ation than in the linear measure, but

'ant coefficients are positive. The
ny variable suggest price increases or
cost increases of 3.3 to 4.0 percent
ence of a well-established CON law.
It CON programs have at least led to
cations and may additionally have
itive pricing through their entrY-
his study provides no evidence to
I have reduced resource utilzation.
appears to have reduced prices but

o earn the highest margins in areas
ation and a well-established CON law
not appear to be a direct interaction
and entry regulation. Since high
latively low expenses, while a well-
related to higher prices, the combina-
rgins than in areas where only one or

lmined the behavior of new ownership
IS in the industry, such as proprietary
he evidence suggests' that for-profit



CONCLUSION

ed price competition, but appear
profit-maximize in markets where
ely inelastic, as well as perhaps
r physicians. While their expenses

rent from those of non-profit
Ibstantially higher prices. The
evidence of grea ter efficicncy on

ita Is. It is possible that for-profit
but offer a higher Quality service

:xpenses are the same as those of

their input use is lower, however

'ides no evidence to support the
and system hospitals are more
ones. Expenses for both former
The prices of managed hospitals

than internally managed hospitals.
)n prices and expenses of being
small. Since the data used' in this
ajor expansion of the large chains

ems, however, these results should

If the medical market in the latc
I that hospitals focused many of
In Quality dimensions. It appears

,int on prices was that imposed by
late insurance premiums to cover
ence suggests that consumers
to differentials in premiums. lo2

red during the 1970s as medical

'. bHn inltituted only in th. lut few y.ars.
I copaymentl weAl Iman and ra.
149.



IS alSO saw their labor costs rise due
,ation of medical care benefits.

however, it appears that sensitivity
,articular, corporations have become
lout the proportion of their expenses

,tion of employee health benefits.
increased their search for alternative

, in some cases, have established
iDS. 106 In efforts to contain costs
ld their coinsurance rates l06 and

nbursement rates between in-patient
to create incentives for greater

heaper alternative.

s of arrangements have developed
ider Organizations (PPOs) where a

J6 when Medicar/Medicaid wen enacted to 7.

be data for thia.tudy W4fe collecte.

lounced that worken at ita new Saturn plant will
.urace arcernntl. Gooyear and Continental
teical COYera. while. Deere hu atabU,hed . ita
lOBS Hiclichta H08Ditala S9. Decembe 16 1086,

lOunt , of .ac biD the patient Dlut pay' out 
1"8). the pIrcntap, of camA.. offuifull
I declined frm abut GO to arnd. 50 In the la"
foa1lh c.. Cota: Ne.. York Ti... 3/3(86 iCaI La Health I08ul'ce: HOiDital. 1/1/86 at
ploT" Attltud- on Cot Containment, Equitable
n: 1986.
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If physicians and hospitals are promised all of
,lan s subscribers and prompt reimburscment in
coun tcd ra tes.107 While the results of this
hat in 1977- 1978 , HMO membership share was
y, positively correlated with hospital prices
IMO arrangements may initially have becnIe costliest areas. HMOs are much more

well established now. loa While no rccent
y of their effect exists, the incentives they
ltimately lead to greater price sensitivity, if
n the part of patients, then through their
rance, or on the part of their physicians. log
Iselves, are forming HMOs and offering more
Ire through them.no Finally, alternative

ha ve arisen to challenge the traditional
:s of fee- for-service physicians and hospitals.
many types of surgery are now done in

r commn:ial inaurace care" 'pon80r either HMO. or PPo..CI' or Blu. Shield . plan. in S8 .tate ofer them ..
tiV8 Delivery Scoreboar for lniuren HOiDitall 1/18/8&)
"80 bellnn!nll. &0 'ponll their own PPO.. ("H08pltal Chain

!rican Medical Ne... 4/21/" at 3) 326 PPO. exated by
of which wen joint ventunI betw..n phpianl and hOlpital
lponare by h08pital. ("Induatl' Trencb: 1986 Hilhlicht.,

MI, 16, 111&, al 61.

to the National HMO C8U8 IN4 

&), .. 

of DKeber
dun" 16.7 millon rnben, and enrolment had incrue

8UrY.Yot COIu.mer Mnliti"ity to h08pital pric.. found
V' "'. where HMO. ar .till moat peuiYtI to be the I't
8umen SeDlitiV8 &0 H08p&tal Cou?" Romitala. 2/1/86 at 88)

10 h08pital ban for an HMO with 80 paicipatinc
.rtl witb at ....t. 1 employ.n. includinC the COk County
Jital,: Bulldinc Diur Mouatrap8 to Snar Your Patienb
11/12/84 al n)
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their room and board rates in the last
Business and consumer coalitions in
lIected and published information on
,e major hospitals in their areas. us

imary car centera exted at the beginninl of 1985

1980. Such centen did not exlt durin. the time

lilted here. Hoapital in 80 aru have becun to
for eligible patientl. ("HOIpitallndultry pri Wan
at 69) HOIpital priC8 lell lrom 1983 to 198,. lor

tecoria lurveyed in Columbo. Ohio. ("10 HOIpitail
lca on Some ServiCe HMDjtala. 5/16/85 at 31) A
I competition by MucinC rom rat.. by 20" while
mel'ncy deparment fed. (" Trends and Topics
Ie hOlpital hu adverliHd in the Wall Street Journal
:OIt $300 lea per patient day than thOH or it.
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Several states have authorized the negotiation of fixed fee
contracts between insurance companies and doctors and
hospitals.114 In an attempt to control hospital expenditures

..;,.u.. which accounts for over half of all hospital pay-
duced its Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) system
cment in October 1983.116 This program appears

iminished hospital utilzation. The American
sociation reports that average hospital occupancy
fallen significantly since 1983.116 Moreover, the
.kforce decreased by 3 percent. Utilization dimi-
he entire population rather than only for patients

(those covered by Medicare), suggesting that
urance companies are also price conscious. 117

several states, Blue Cross-Blue Shield has nego-
hospitals for DRG-type reimbursement mecha-

In California , hospitals bid for contracts to treat

lel. ("H08pitallndultry Price Wan Heat Up, HOiDital.. 10/1/85 at

;h Inlurace on the Stat.hoUH Floor: lQ85 Project JURI H08Dital..

thi.pro, hOipitalan reimbuned a rUt amunt per paUent
ermned by . cl..ifc. ion .ystem of 460 din.. catel(ri..
patient' I.n of stay or treatment complety.

Ipaney ra.. fen to 84 peent of .tafed hoapital be durine the
r liH ,from7l pent. year prwiou.ly and 77..( durine the firat
, dapit. tbe Ibuttin down of IInt be. Thil decline raulte
D both admiODI rat.. IUd Iecth8 of Itay.

n.. Decin. for . Natio' , H08pital Arrrican Medical Ne..
HOIpitalLoins' Radl" AH Study Findl American Medicil

.t 28.

. CI' or Northern Ohio nquire hCMpitai. to bid for iu contnid.
any IOH only 70" of their bill. CBu.inen Week. 12/24/84, at



ollees. $500 n
program. llD

, in the last few pages suggests that
ue to extensive third party coverage
" may be diminishing. If this trend
be surprising if the form of competi-
uses more on price dimensions and, if

les less concerned with Quality. This
tition in 1977- 1978 should provide a
ich to measure industry changes.



is often thought to have a positive effect on
or most forms of health care.120 Evidence on
income on total costs is mixed however. Per

: (PCY) is measured at the SMSA level. The
an almost universally positive, but only

nificant at the SMSA level, effect of income 
ect on expenses is insignificant.

xtensive insurance coverage is thought to
ind (or at least reduce elasticity) for hospital
it reduces price sensitivity, as commonly
Hersch (1983) notes, an empirical problem exists
nsurance coverage is used as the measure of
Itection, since insurance coverage and hospital
fact be jointly determined. Various researchers
: share of the population covered by Blue Cross

this measure has problems as well. Blue Cross
is affected by competitors such as HMOs that

e direct effects on hospital demand.121 Another
ascertaining the effect of insurance is the
measuring depth of coverage rather than mere
)epth of coverage takes account of which
covered, limitations on benefits covered, and
yments. Finally, differences may exist between
: of private and public insurance plans; in
Iblic programs may function more as subsidies

n (1971) found an income eluticity ot 47 fol' mean .enlJh or
.mal eflect (e1uticlty of .08) on admiioru. NewhouH and

I . Imall (.02- 04) and inaficant e1..ticity for admiiolU.

n of . Blue Cro coer vaable in addition to the varable
privat. inu ce cover prouce an inlicnificantc08ffcient
r any other multi. Hencej thue . raulb an not report. It
10 if I.. 81ue Shield pluu neCOU.ted diKb from providen.
arabl. mipt be nq.tive.



are used to measure the separate ell ects
c insurance coverage. NETINS measures
e cover",ge) percentage of the population
Ie insurance program.122 Data are only
e level. ENROLLA measures the percen-
lation enrolled in Medicare s Part A
program. It is measured at the SMSA

insurance variable, NETINS. has the
fect on both prices and expenses but is
t the individual hospital level. The
ENROLLA, has a generally insignificant
Interestingly, its effect on expenses is
. The differential effect can perhaps be
fference between the units of observation

the elderly hospitalized population is on

I costler, this would be reflected in
:nses. Since the price data are sOlely

is not surprising that no effect is

, (DENS) is expected to have two
spital care demand. Its influence is
I travel time lead to substitution of
hospitalization. Alternatively, since

are generally more sophisticated than

y attract all of the complicated cases.
oulation density might reduce: admis- -
average length of stay and have an

ication of private ifturace .. th. proportion of
caret.hatwere . cover by privat inaurance ...

:OY Thi, varable ._neraly had in.ipificant
""port.
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bed demand. DENS is measured at
, population per square mile. In
to have a generally positive, albeit

, effect on hospital prices and
is due to the offsetting impacts of
ects or to multicollnearity is not
measure which may more directly
ed case mix is a dummy variable
)ca tions. This is discussed below in
les.

INCPOP), measured as the percentage
:1 1977, generally has a positive and
'ices , particularly at the individual
:ests that there is some lag in supply
I demand. Individual hospital level
uggesting the substitution of more
ises.

:s are used to measure the general
population. These are WELFARE

vel as total welfare expenditures per
the percentage of population that is

ed at the SMSA level.) While these
to measure poverty and thus were
uence prices negatively, both usually
;, and at least those for UNEMPLOY
h.. "ositive effects of these variables

of cross-subsidization of unin-

are covered by insurance. The
be sicker when they enter a

y have less access to medical
more costly to treat. If this

owever significantly positive
the expense regressions as well.

m demands more hospital care,
roxies have been used in other
LtUS, such as percentage of the
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al industry is heavily labor intensive,
early an important cost. Two alterna-
. a wage variable were tried in, the

:sults are reported that use a variable
wage paid by the hospital (or in the
hospital labor market is probably

ates should be exogcnous. As expected
trices and expenses of this measure is
significant. Alternatively, since an
is affected by the mix of employees at
the measured average wage may be
t may reflect Quality competition.
of service industry wages in the SMSA
e results using this variablc are very
nificant for the wage variable itself, so
the hospital wage are reported.

es have produced conflicting results
nit efficicnt scale and the existence of
nhospitals. Average hospital size has
gesting that changes in technology have
Recent studies suggest about 150.200

num.124 The existence of economies of

renot. on hOlpital .alar pneralYithii vanabl.doe

194 and P. Feld.tein (1919) at 185.
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evcr been well documented; most work suggests
iseconomies set in after abo1,t 300 beds, but the

is in general fairly flat.125 The problem with
c cost studies is the difficulty in con trollng for
ince larger hospitals attract more complex cases,

cely to bc higher. This does not imply that
:ient, however.

neasuring the number of beds in the hospital
measure either the effects of any econo-

,r of more complex case mix. It has a
mostly insignificant, effect in the price
sting that some slight economies of scale
he expense regressions, the coefficients are
mtly so in the SMSA level expense regres-
o itself is insignificant in the hospital level
ns, RSIZE is significantly positive. These
est that case mix is not completcly held
aggregate expense data, and that relativcly
treat a more complex and costly case mix
hich more tban offsets any economies of
10 has a positive effect in the price regrcs-

:esting that relatively larger hospitals may
lality service and/or have some local market
r favorable reputation.126

ies have shown th!(t hospitals affilated with
nursing schools have higher costs. This
ged, because of the necessary subsidization
by the hospital. However, as Hadley (1983)
to Gary Becker s model of generalized

ng, the student should bear the cost. A

Barci . at 108.

H-8Uar ter .u al included to measur the efecta of
tiOD. It .ueitberincat or negative (augting an
d COt function), and its omiion change none of the



lan , Feldman, and Steinwald (19g3) sho
ing for case mix differences and inco .
) physicians, the cost difference between

teaching hospitals is slight.u7 Another
ed costs in teaching hospitals may exceed
hing institutions is the different ways
are measured in the two set-ups. In
itals, physicians bil separately (from the
il) for their services. In teaching hospi.

salaried and appear as a hospital expense.
hysician costs to patients may be lower in
the hospital bil may appear higher.

.. level regressions, COTH measures the
10spital beds in the SMSA in hospitals that

f Teaching Hospitals, a group of most
ial teaching responsibilities.u8 At the
:1 COTH is measured as a simple dummy
embership in COTH for a particular
;trong positive effect on prices and
, suggesting that the latter hypothesis

rate of a hospital should negatively
at least some hospital costs are fixed.
the SMSA-average occupancy rate in

;sions and as the individual hospital'
individual hospital regressions. Both
and price show the expected negative
cases, the coefficients are negative,

:ularly at the individual hospital level.
:ssions cannot control for a particular

ciable to ' indicate 8Chool.,afUate hOlpita1. m..,. be
H uome..ueed cue ri differences.

: include all h08pitall that' an afliated witb meical
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ccupancy relative to the average which may
I market power. Therefore, it is not surprising
timated results at the SMSA level are weaker
incorporate the offsetting effect. If price
were strong, occupancy rates might be expected

rices positively since they are negatively related

Ipacity. These results, however, confirm those of
80) who posited that excess capacity was one
:nsion on which hospitals compete.1

'my variable for hospitals located in SMSAs with
)f greater than one million (POPDUM) is used to

effects of the more complicated case mix
IUnd in large urban hospitals. Such a control is
important in the expense regressions where the

:gregated across disease categories. As expected

c has a uniformly positive and generally signifi-
ient.

ncluded in the expense regressions is a variable
he ratio of births to admissions (BIRTHR). This
,trois for case-mix. Since the average cost of a
'Y is low relative to average hospital visits, its
nd actual) effect is negative. It is not included

regressions since they concern individual disease

r, we include one variable which is probably not
logenous, but which is too important to exclude.
Igth of stay (ALS), calculated for each particular
egory within each SMSA, shows a strongly
and positive effect on price. . Each additional day
5 from $130 to $230 to the price in the individual

w (1981) ,uIIUU that one imponant quality dimenaion on which
lie in cOitly competition. on ex caty which reUCei the

.hortace. He . find hat in I.. concentrate hOlpital .maikeb,
. are lower. Thi. Could aI imply ,ilnple . exc.. capacity due, to .

..l.tive to prevailing de1nan . how4Ier.



hile length of stay can partially be
.ician, it presumably also measures
erences that we have been unable to
IYS. Therefore it seems necessary 

:cted, ALS also has a positive effect
In since longer stays add to the total
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